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faltered at the cost. She was exThe rest of the year a general watch sale for either of these reasons will prove have
By a special arrangement with the must be kept on the cattle to keep them unfortunate in nine cases out of ten when tremely prudent."
"So Daniel says." murmured Betty
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found a hundred miles from their ways lived upon the farm.
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\Ve believe a consideration of these head gear deposited carefully in the
is kept up systematically, the firms and matters to be important, for the demand wagon, she unhitched her horse and
individuals combiuing to send parties for farms is to increase, and a farmer started it toward the trim farmhouse
out for this purpose.
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the ranchmen, the result being a much [luring the remainder of his life.
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hail, pasture it to some extent this understood. She knew now how lonely
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first gentleman we have met to-day!" feeder. The greatest profit ends
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Now, that little bit of exaggeration, one hundred and seventy-five to
which cost this stranger nothing, gave hundred pounds weight, as they should
warmer feeling be grown on the farm.—John M. JamiFarm for Sale.
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for my brother men than I had had be- son, Roxabell, Ohio.
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In garget the udder becomes inflamed,
fore. But how often I have found it
It te best to give the hens free range, hot, red and painful, and the milk seems
depot on the East Oxford road. otherwise! Once I met some women
Contains 300 acres. Lots of wood driving a sleigh w here only a single even in the winter, whenever possible, as thick, stringy, bloody or watery.
track wan broken through the deep enow. | there will be mauy days during the seaA tablespoonful of Hood Farm Garge.
and pine. Buildings in good
but I mo- son when they will be unable to get out Cure mixed with damp feed two or three
They started to turned out,
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if
are
they
times a day will cure any ordinary case.
tioned to them to keep iu the track, and of the poultry house, hence,
"
Old Ladies' Home, Norway. turned to the left myself, knowing that
is
One of my cows had bloody garget and
given free range when the weather as
I fed her Hood Farm Garget Cure, night
would be safe among good they will go out and scratch
Or of H. M. Berry at the farm.
sled
strong
after which the
my
there is the least and morning for six days,
the loose stones which line the road much as possible. If
milk was ail right." A. E. Looms, North
the
on
food
And
anywhere
amount of green
there. These women only giggled.
Vt.
need exer- Wolcott,
Prices $1 and $2.50.
often on these mountain roads, where farm they will find it. They
if
and
closein
the
to
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winter,
especially prefor
pass cise, especially
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Lost or stolen from the Paris it is not always easy
with oui
when I have pulled to one side, ly housed they will not lay many eggs.
pared to be used In connection
another,
at Oxford
exhibit
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excellent
Also
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slow
Garget Cure.
a smart trap might pass my
that
00
fair a crocheted skirt, color light
A resident of Rumford Falls dined a teats, sores, braises. $1. Call for treatise
lumber wagon, the occupants
its causes. Prepared by C. L
Please moving
a few weeks ago on green peas picked garget and
blue with rainbow border.
A
F.
sale
For
have not even looked my way.
Mass.
by
Lowell,
from vinee 12 feet 8 inches in length, in Hood Co.,
return to Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
Let us all have manners on the road.—
Shubtlkff A Co., South Paris, lia.
hia
garden.
South Paris, Maine.
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Oxford
a

ing at ber temples and sending throbs
Into her bead. Tbe beat of tbe sun
made her dizzy and faint Ob, for
something to relieve ber! She half

turned into the doctor's yard, but no.
There was a medicine chest well filled
at home. She would wait until she
reached there. One of Mary's virtues
had been economy. Blindly she staggered on toward home, entered It and
went to the medicine chest. Blindly
she grasped a bottle and drank from It.

Then she remembered no more.
When Daniel returned that night
from doing the chores he missed Betty's welcome at the door. She had
not failed to meet him there since
their marriage. He found her on the
kitchen floor enveloped in widow's
wmls and writhing in agony. Clumsily. but tenderly, lie removed the ugly
bonnet and placed her on her bed.
where she lay raving and tossing while

he ran for help. It was fortunate thut
the doctor was driving past just as
the distracted man rushed from the
lie administered the proper
house.
antidote for the poison Betty hadswallowed in lier search for headache medicine.
Mrs. Yardwell was soon summoned,
for Betty raved of her und the poppy
hat. She called Daidel to a conference
In the barn. What was said to him he
never <|Uite remembered. He was wondering dumbly if Betty were going to
die and trying to picture home without
her. For once in his busy life he was
taking time to realize that he was in
love with his wife.
When Betty opened her eyes In consciousness it was to find her husband
sitting by ber tenderly stroking her
hands, and the beloved poppy bat lay
She looked
on the coverlet beside ber.
at him wonderingly.
"It's for you, dear," said Daniel huskily, "for you to wear. In all respect to
Mary Ellen, I'\'e taken off the crape,
and we'll let lier rest now where she
Is.
Forgive me, Betty. I've been a
brute. But I*ve suffered since you've
been lying there, and I've found out
how dear you are to me."
"But I'm not like Mary Ellen," whis-

pered Betty faintly.

But you're mine,
and I love you. I want you to be happy in your own way hereafter, and try
to love me a little. Will you, dear?"
She was too weak to answer, but sbs
smiled a happy little smile as her husband bent and for the first time gave

"No. thank God!

her a lover's kiss.
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FROM OIT

THE WEST

By MARY WOOD

first class passage, tbe price was $125.
lie was named Crowley. He took to
Keeper Cook from the.first, and until
his death they were tb<^est of friends.
He was very Intelligent and I believe
was as near human as an animal could
be. Ile would sit at a table to eat, putting on a napkin and using a knife,
fork and spoon when necessary. When
lie had finished lie would use the napkin, carefully fold It up and lay It beside
his plate. About two weeks before he
died a severe attack of pneumonia set

In, and Dr. Marsh, surgeon of the park
police, was called. Every morning

when the doctor entered the room he
would say, "Good morning, Crowley,"
and Crowley would get up to shake
hands. Then the doctor would say,
"IIow nre you this morning?" and
Crowley would grin. The doctor would
examine him and say, "Your pulse,
Crowley," and Crowley would extend
"Now your lungs," and
his hand.
Crowley would throw back his arms to
allow the doctor to place his ear to his
breast. "And now your back, Crowley," and he would turn his back.
He grew very feeble before death,
and Cook stood by him from early
morning until late at night. Late in
the afternoon of the day he died Cook
held him in his arms for about an hour.
Cook put him down on the floor, and
Crowley raised himself up, put out his
hand to shake hands, as Cook said, "to
bid him goodby," turned toward the
wall of his room and dropped dead.—

Outing.

A Salutary

Lesion.

"Now, remember your salutes," said
the corporal when posting the Irish
recruit on sentry. "If you see a lieutenant—he wears one star on his shoulder—slope arms; If a captain—two star?

—slope arms. If you see a major—a
crown—present arms; if the colonelstars and crown—present and turn out
the guard."
Pat jiondered his orders carefully,
but presently he was awakened from
his reverie by the approach of the gen

eral.
That worthy son of Mars surveyed
the cross swords on the gallant offl
cer's shoulders and as he was not included in the corporal's category simply nodded cheerfully.
"Well, my man." said the genial general. "and who are you supposed to

be?"
"I'm supposed to be a bit of a sen"And who are
try." said Patrick.

you?"
"Oh. I'm supposed to be

a

bit of a

said the latter.
"A glneral. Is It?" cried the startled
Pat. "Then ye'll want something big.
The corp'ral tould me about the others,
but nothing about yourself at all. α»
all. But hold hard a minute, and I'll
give ye the bayonet exercise, If that'll
do."—London Answers.

general,"

WHAT THE MOON CAN TELL
A clear moon indicates frost.
A dull looking moon means rain.

A 8ln#4e halo around the moon indicates a storm.
If the moon looks high, cold weather

may be expected.
If the moon looks low down, warm
weather Is promised.
The new moon on her back always
denotes wet weather.
A double halo around the moon

very boisterous weather.
If the moon changes with the wind
In the east then shall we have bad
weather.
If the moon be bright and cleai
when three days old, fine weather Is

means

promised.

When the moon is visible in the daytime, then may we look forward to
cool days.
When the points of the crescent of
the new moon are very clrarly visible,

frost may be looked for.
If the uew moon appear with Its
points upward, then will the month be
dry, but should the points be downward more or less rain must be expected during the next three weeks.—

American Queen.
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Ct>i>nri{ilit, MS, hy T. C. AlcClure

Missoula Λ mi pa zed across the frozen xtretches of the park with α delightful sense of ownership. The chill
wind which hod deterred all other wayfarers was .is the breath of her own

prairies.

"Jest the sky for a norther, Teddy,"
she said exultantly. "Seeius like old
tluies, it doe»."
Teddy was not looking at the sky.
Λ roil lid' ii bend In the road came a
horse. Jet black, well groomed, head
high. while the delicate nostrils sniffed
the wind, mid saddle Invitingly empty;
not ownerless, for a policeman walked
close beside. But Teddy had eyes only
for the horse. In a moment possession
would be his and Missoula fnr behind,
lie set off down the walk as fast as his
chubby legs would carry him.
Too la'.e Missoula awoke to the realities of lior position. She broke Into a
frightened run, and lier voice rang out
in command: "Teddy
Do you hear?
back!

Barker,

come

Come back. I

say!"
If Teddy heard he gave no sign, except to redouble his efforts. But verily
the way of the transgressor is hard!
There was an innocent appearing strip
of ice gleaming in the pallid glow of
the wintry sun. Teddy's foot encountered it. Ile threw out both hands and
slid forward on his nose. It is a tender
member, and Teddy complained loudly.
The irate Missoula was now on the
Even the policeman offered his
scene.

services to restore peace. Together they
picked up the fallen, whose cries redoubled under the effect of Missoula's
vigorous shakings. The policeman In-

terfered.
"See here, now." he said good naturedly, "I'll have to arrest you If you
make such noise. Come and see Jim
Crow. You can have a ride on him If

you aren't senrt."
Teddy stiffened at the Implied insult.
"That's all I wanted to do," he protested stoutly, "only Missouly. she wouldn't
let me!"
The man looked at the girl eagerly.
"Be you from Montana, miss?" he asked.
Missoula nodded.
"I hail from west Texas myself," the
policeman hastened to explain, "but 1
reckon

An Intelligent Chimpanzee.
In 1SS4 Mr. Smyth, United States
consul at Liberia, brought to this country a young chimpanzee about seven
teen months old and sold him to the
New York park department for the
cost of transporting him. As he came

t
S

there's

much

about them both."

of

a

sameness

Missoula Ann seized Ills hand

joyful-

ly. "I been watching you other days.
I Jest knowed you was from the west

the way you sat your horse."
By this time Teddy was safely ensconced on top of Jim Crow. "It docs
seem us if most of the folks here made

riding a hard matter," the policeman
said reflectively. "And It's worse for
the horse than it is for them. Why. the
ladies have the poor beasts cinched up
so tight they cau't draw a full breath.
Wish they'd just try it ou a broncho.
There'd be some tall bucking." And he
laughed.

show tlieui a thing or two myself," she
said proudly, "even if I ain't got one
of theui swell riding skirts. But I Jest
better not be saying too much about
It," she added sadly. "I might hev
forgot. It's so long since I was on a
horse. Mr. Barker, he got one of those

automobiles,

but

I

can't abide

the

creature."
The tall policeman agreed. "Just give
me a good horse," he declnred, "and a
clear road, and I'd ride and ride to"—
"Cl'ar out to the west," the girl Interrupted eagerly. There was a wist-

ful look In her eyee.
"De you long from there, miss?" he
asked respectfully.
"Only since last fall, but it seems an
age," Missoula Ann said, with a sigh.
"You see Mr. Barker, he's the biggest
man out our way. He rules Jest about
everything but his wife, and she rules
So when she took it into her
him.
head to cum to New York fer the winter we all had to cum. I cum on "count
of Teddy. Seems as if he can't get
along without me. I've lied the care of
him ever since he was born." She

smiled up at the child affectionately.
"I'm not saying but what I was tickled
over the idea. They'd been telling me
all sorts of foolishness about the city.

But it's not a bit like what I expected.
Perhaps the fault lies in me. but I fee!
sort of smothered all the time. It's bad
enough on the street with people pushing of you out of ther way. but Indoors
it's worse. Things are so awful dear
here that Mr. Barker, for all he owns
'bout a whole section out our way.
can't hev η whole house to hisself. It's
worse than the boys' quarters at a
roundup the way folks crowd together. But you must excuse me fer saying
so much," she broke off in conclusion
as she looked up and met his dark eye
fixed admiringly upon her. "Only It's
so long since I had the chance t# free
listen.
my mind. You're mighty good to
But come. Teddy, it's time we were

making fer home."

Teddy did not agree, but the tall policeman cut short his remarks by lifting him down in a peremptory fashIon. "I'm much obliged to you, miss,"
be said gratefully. "It's been as good
But peras seeing oue of the boys.
haps you'll be coining this way again,
tomorrow perhaps," he asked Insinuatingly.

Missoula Ann thought that perhaps
Teddy was quite sure that

Bbe might.

be would be ready for another ride.
The tall policeman leaped lightly Into
his saddle, and ihe watched him with
He was certainly
a thrill of pride.
quite Imposing in his blue uniform
with the brass buttons, and his friendship was a thing to be desired. And
He
then he came from the west!
with her longing for
eould

sympathize

that faraway land. Yes, Missoula wae
sure to come that way tomorrow.
He was waiting for them on the next

An Ancient Foe

To health and happiness is Scrofula—
immemorial.
se ugly ns ever since time
It causes bunches in the neck, dismucoue
figures the skin, in liâmes the
membrane, wastes the muscles, weakthe power of
ens the bones, reduces
the capacity
and
disease
to
resistance
for recovery, and develops into con-

sumption.

J'deof

"A bunch appeared on the left
was lanced,
my neck. It caused great pain,
Into a
and became a running sore. I went
was
I
pcrauaded to try
general decline.
taken
Hood's Sarsaparllla. and when I had
I
six bottles my neck was healed, and naj®
iince.
kind
the
of
trouble
never bad uny
Mas. Κ. T. Snyder. Troy, Ohio.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

and Pills

will rid yon of it, radically and permanently, as they have rid thousands.

afternoon, and Teddy was swung up on
the saddle in a Jiffy. But now it wo·
the big policeman wbo talked, while
Missoula listened In shy silence. Hie
anine was Joues.
"They used to call
me 'Shorty' down in the Panhandle
because 1 was so tall," he explained,
with a laugh.
"No, they don't do it
here,'· in a»»<wer to her questioning
look. "It wouldn't be healthy for them.
The men on the force call me Jim. I
haven't any pals up here."
Jim had come to New York with
But the attracsome full blood cattle.
tions of the big city proved too much
for him, and after a debauch of several days he had come to himself only
to find that the rest of the crew had
gone back, and he was left alone,
adrift. There had been some hard (Hya.
Jim spoke of them hesitatingly and
with a shamed flush on his tanned

check.
"But then I got on the force—on account of my riding—and I've been on
I can't complain of the
over a year.
pay, and the work's light enough. But
I get such longing for the sun shining
in a perfect blue sky and my pony
picking his way among the holes of a

dog town—the little beggars sitting up
and scolding at you as bold as you
please—and then scrambling down
through the mestjulte bushes into a
water hole and letting him drink as
much as he pleases, and then riding on
till the sun sets as it never does up
here, bands of light playing right
across the sky and a purple glow ovet
everything. Well, when I get to thinking of all that I get uneasy-like and
tired of ull this crowding. Some fine
morning the feeling will be extra
strong, and then"—he laughed—"the
force will be losing one of its orna
ments."
Missoula was looking up eagerly. Ilei
eyes were as blue as the Texas sky oi
which he spoke and wide with longing

"You will be going back, too, some day.
Miss Missoula," he said softly.
She caught her breath sharply, llko
one suddenly waked from a dream.
"Yes," she said dispiritedly, "I s'pose
eo—when Mis' Barker's ready to go."
The three met often after that. Teddy had tome to look on Jim Crow as
one of liis possessions, while Missouta
and his master had become the best ot

friends, and meanwhile a tardy spring
breathing new life Into the half
thawed slopes of the park. Timid grass
was

blades appeared.
The afternoon sun shone down warmly and showed Missoula engaged In restraining Teddy from picking a spray
of the enticing "burning bush." The

tall policeman came up during the altercation. As they walked on togethei
he preserved an unwonted silence.
"Spring's about here," Missoula ob
served at last. "I've been thinking how
the prairie must look by now—jest one
big llower bed."
Jim looked off across the tree tops
with eyes unseeing of their delicate
"I've been thinking,
veil of leaves.
too." he said, "and I just can't stand
the city any longer. I'm going back
west." Missoula's face paled.
"I'd have gone long ago if it hadn't
Ile looked
been for you. Missoula."
down now and as he saw her agitation
went on eagerly: "I won't go now unless you will go too. I've been saving
money, and I've written out, so there's
Won't you go, Misα position ready.

soula?"
Missoula's face blusiieu a rosy rcu.
but she met his ardent gaze frankly.
"Yes, I'll go, Jim," she said. "I trust
Teddy's getting so old now he
you.
And, oh, Jim.
won't be missing me.
we'll be going back to the west together!" There was a choke in her voice.
Jim drew her to him, and it was well
that the path was deserted or observers might have been scandalized by the
spectacle of one of the force who had
quite forgotten his dignity.
Mr·. Grundy.
The first mention of Mi's. Grundy Is
Morton's clever comedy
in
found
"Speed the Plow." Farmer Ashfleld.
at table with his Jug and pipe, is talking to his wife on her return from

market.
"Well, dame, welcome wlioaiu. What
news does thee bring vroui market?"
"What news, husband? What 1 always told you. that Farmer Grundy's
wheat brought 5 shillings a quarter
more than ours did."
"All the better foor he!"
"Ah, the sun seems to shine on pur-

pose for him."

"Come, come, missus, as thee has not
the grace to thank God for prosperous
times, dan't thee grumble when they
be unkindly a bit."
"And I assure you Dame Grundy's
butter was quite the crack of the mar-

οf Joe.
Jim was ready to uiouni Bareshanks
when the bell tapped, but as l:e passed
the grand stand, still clinging to the
old rope halter, the crowd yelled and
am*

RUNNING of A
MUDLAR.K

rose as a man.

Off with the saddle and the weighing
were mounted again and
died before the grand stand. Bareshanks' ugly head reared above his
fellows. Then as they would bave pass-

done, they

Sy Curran
"Richard Green ley
...Copyright, 1908, by T. 0. McClure...

ed

"Mudlark" Jim resented the derisive
title and was filled with a longing to
full upon and rend the line of grinning
stable boys who yelled and hooted as
Joe led Bareshanks out for his exer-

The shabby blanket flapped
cise.
around the gaunt legs, and the bald Ro-

vas stretched to Its farman nose
thest us Bareshanks sniffed nt the wet
morning. Out in the east a rim of sickly yellow barred the sky. Jim scrambled up, and they went slowly out on
the tnick to the accompaniment of
"Hayrack!" "Kl-yl! Get on to de
moonshine tru his ribs!" "Three legged
ekate!" and α chorus of groans.
Jim's thin little arms went around
the bony neck, while α tear trickled a
white line down the grime on his
cheek. The keen wind cut through the
lad's jacket, and the little hands that
gripp<>d the bridle were blue with cold.
1

Over and over the course went Rareshanks and Jim. while at the stables,
in the doorway of Mayor Rros.' quarters, a man stood peering through field
glasses at the brown blur that swept

around the field.
Jim slipped to the ground, the sweat
pouring from horse and l>oy alike. Joe.
his sulky face hid under the peak of
his cap, gave him a sly glance as he
blanketed the horse and led him Inside. Jim turned with a question in
his eyes to the man who stood pulling
his gray mustache and looking away
Into space. Jim twitched his sleeve,
and lie looked down into the small,

pinched face, its very eagerness rendering it thinner and more pathetic,
ond answered the unspoken query.
"Yes; he'll do. In for a penny, in for

α pound; but If he falls I'll see that
you get back to the old farm, ull right."
"And him"— Jim pointed to where
the bony nose showed through the open
door.
The man laughed shortly. "A bullet
through his ugly head." The boy shrank
back and slipped through the door. L'nperceived. he curled down in the straw
almost at the feet of Baresbnnks, who
munched contentedly at his provender.
Other eyes had watched that morning
gallop. Joe, the groom, had finished
the rubbing down when, with an eye
on the silent figure outside the door, he
snatched from Its nail the bridle that
Bareshanks must wear In the coming
race, drew a bottle of colorless liquid
from his pocket and poured a few drops
over the bit.
Bright eyes watched
♦

**/% filiml.Mi· nf flirt

ImV

fl

fill

when Joe. his work done, disappeared
Jim jerked the bridle down and smeilThere was not the slightest
ed it.
scent. lie hung the bridle back again
and resumed Ids place between the
horse's legs, a look of owlish gravity
on the queer, puekered, old young face.
Over on the
The hours wore on.

track, where

a

drizzling rain fell stead-

went up and down In mackintoshes. Women in short skirts gathuMiU
in knots upon the grand stand, their
eyes fever bright with excitement. The
crowd grew steadily. Out there, where
the little red (lags, like points of tlame.
marked the zigzag of the hurdles, the
old wagon drawn by the gray work
horse stood loaded with the net. and a
scurry of boys blew hither and thither

ily,

men

lu the wake of the different owners.
There had been wild work when Joe
essayed to lead Bareshanks out. An
old rope halter hung where the bridle
Joe turned ashy.
should have been.
Jim stuck like a bur to Bareshanks
and trailed at his heels in his patched
and stained jacket, a mere apology for

Neither horse, owner
favorite on the
a
Downs. True to the primeval instinct,
the rout was hostile to the shabby enNevertheless there was no
tourage.
I^iudon evidently posopen affront.
sessed some kind of a pull with Mayer
Bros.; hence hffc occupancy of one of
their stalls and tlie grudging attend-

owner's colors.
nor

jockey

was

IInil the Effect.

in that song
11, "because there Is a line
homo.'
which says 'There's no place like
You do not lwlieve that, do you?"
and
Then he coughed a hollow cough
Into the
arose and went silently out

night

Hidden Craelcera.
In the preface to Gall Hamilton's
title "Chips.
poems, published under the
elster of
Fragments iind Vestiges." the
the dead author says that a few yellowed papers exist covered with her
hand.
verses written In a childish
One such sheet has the heading
call"Chips and Parings." Another Is
ed "Mary A. Dodge's Scribble·." These
twelve
were all written before she was
earliest, written
years old. But the
when she was eight. Is the best:

When mother hides her crackers In
Old coffeepots all made of tin.
We seldom ever And them out,
Although all day we look about

Now, though we all Ilk· crackers well,
And bakers have enough to sell.
Yet we all cat them up so fast
That mother hides to make them last
This "poem" was solemnly and silent
little an
ly handed to "mother" by the
1
thor after she had discovered wberi

the crackers were hidden.

the

halter?"

All eyes turned on Jim. who wheeled
Bareshanks and rode to the front of
the judges' stand, while up in the front
row a man shook his flst at him and
cursed savagely. The small figure
straightened In the saddle and. with
an appealing glance at the wall of
faces, pulled a bridle, bit und all. from
An Intense
the breast of his Jacket.

silence fell as the childish treble rang
out· "Boss, here's the bridle right
enough, but I'd ride him with nothb.'
but a rope halter to Jericho before I d
let It go In his mouth. You can't sm<il
nothln'. en you can't see nothln'. But
I was scttln' down In the corner en
a-sayin' nothln* when that black devl
poured somethln' out or a bottle r.l
over It, en when he was gone I Ju t
up en swiped It, en I hain't let go c t
it since. You can see for yourself

black form darted across tne
and made for the outer «ate
A dozen men seized him at once and
then held their breath for the nc.\t

course

move

In the play.
Colonel Cantwell,

the Judge,
waved for
up and
"Bring him another bridle. 111 take
Now get to the post.
care of this one.
Ahead
Jim settled in the saddle.
of him the little flags danced In the
wind and rain. Garrison's Black Seraph wheeled Into Bareshanks. and at
the end of the line Morgan's limber
Wolf plunged and reared. Three times
the red flag fell, three times they straggled back to the post. Then red down,
yellow down and a whir of black, bay
Old
stood

®}leot.e·

sorrel and gray swept away, nose and
nose, with the rain adrlp on flesh of
scarlet and blaze of gold.
"Mudlark!" "Old Skate!" It rang In
his ears on the whistle of the wind.
The Urst hurdle—Jim felt the long
body gather Itself, and they were
over, leaving the Black Seraph a ba ker adrift In the field. Tlml»er Wolf l«d
by a head. There were only four now.
jl.rj grinned and lurched a little forward

as

Bareshanks'

great

hoofs

gripped the slippery grass. Gra,,te
Derrydowu was second, the long stride

of English hunters showing lis mutile
from great-graudslre to son. Ma χ ton a*
Bed Uulu aud Long's Wild Irishman
nose and nose with Bareshanks.
ρ
the slope aud over the second hurdle,
the great shoulders working with a
mighty come and go. Bareshanks
forged on, while the Wild Irishman
dropped In a heap to scramble out with
Jim laughed
a wrenched fore leg.
aloud as they swept the turn. Ihe
third—he had studied It well and knew
the rotten bank, where the Timber
Wolf landed, struggled a moment and
slid down, tils fore legs fighting the air.

They were close together now, Derrydown tiret by a shoulder length. Hareshanks next, his ugly, lenn head
stretched out. with red nostrils wide
allure, and Ited Ruin straggling a sorry

third.
Over over again. They had made
the round on<-e and for the second time
had passed the tirst three hurdles.
Hareshanks crept up a few inches on
the home stretch, leaving ited ICuin a
dozen yards In the rear. The last hurdle lay before them, osage and blackthorn. with an ugly stretch of water
beyond. Jim's tense little hands crept
up closer to the bit as he poured God
knows what prayers and promises into
the two ears that lay to the big, ugly
head. lie felt the great muscles stiffen, the bunching of those awkward
looking legs, the surge of the heart beneath the gaunt ribs—up—over—flashwhir—and the sea of faces rose and
surged in the billow of sound as the
bald Roman nose was thrust under the

wire, winner by a neck's length.
From the stand above men came
down hand over hand, men poured In
from the pit, and the shrill clamor of

excited women's voices shrilled al>ove
the dull roar of the crowd. Jin» slid
from the saddle ami went to the block,
staggering under its weight, his slender body all η-quiver, then back to sit
motionless, enduring, until the moment
his
when Hareshanks. swathed In
shabby blanket, stood the center of the
stables' attention and envy, and he

chase.

lie

Obeyed Order·,

Old world domestics make the best
possible servants because they worlc
like machines, never forgetting an order and doing exactly us they are told,
without presuming to think for them-

trash, the veriest trash."
"I agree with you, yet the old songs
one
sometimes contain seutiments that

"Because," she said, glancing at the
01
clock, which was marking the hour

from

awoke and lived again, his arms
around the brown neck, his face buried
in the scanty mane. There could be no
question of a bullet In the head of the
winner of the Montgomery steeple-

"Yes," she said in answer to someare
thing he had said, "the old songs
very beautiful."
"Beautiful!" he exclaimed enthusias"Beautiful hardly describes
tically.
them. They are—they are—well, compared with thein the songs of today ar*

not?"

voice

A lithe

hurdle.

thyself pratty!"

tains?"
"Why not?" he asked warmly. "Why

field a

Underneath the truck was already
sticky. As Jim turned into the field,
where Inter the little red flag would
mark the course from one ugly ditch to And with a sure aim he buucbed the
another, linreshunks laid down to his bridle and flung it to thr Judge.
At the lad's first word there h:.d
work. The slippery turf slid away
from under his great hoofs In u green been a commotion down there among
glimmer us they rose from hurdle to the crowd of grooms in the paddock.

ket."
"Be quiet, wool ye?
Always ding
dinging Dame Grundy into my ears:
'What will Mrs. Grundy say?" 'What
will Mrs. Grundy think?' Canst thee
Let ur alone and behave
be qulot?

cannot wholly approve."
"I think you are mistaken."
"I will nive you an illustration. Then*
is John Howard Payne's 'Home, Sweet
do not
Home/ for instance. You surely
It con
agree with all the sentiments

Into the

Judges' stand halted them: "What β
the matter with that boy on No. ol
That's no bridle. Wbere'd he get that

Don't

forget the old

man

selves. Rut once in awhile this literal
adherence to duty produces some awkward results. An American woman
living in India, with native servants,
once told her butler to see that there
was always a napkin at the bottom of
the fruit dish, cake buskct, etc., when
these were brought to the table. The
napkin was thereafter al ays seen ia
Its place. But one day a tureen of
vegetable soup wus served, and the
hostess began to wield the long, old
fushloned sliver ladle about In it. Something very like a fringed rag made its
The
appearance In the first plateful.
butler was summoned to remove the
dish. "It cannot be that the mem
«alilb found no napkin at the bottom,"
he hazarded, much distressed because
of this unexplained disapproval, "for

with the fish on his back.
For nearly thirty years he
has been traveling around the
world, and is still traveling
bringing health and comfort
wherever he goes.
the consumptive he
brings the' strength and flesh
he so much needs.
I myself placed there the largest one
To all weak and sickly I could find."
children h\e gives rich ana
CoBfonodlnK a DoakUf.
strengthening food.
"This paper says thet they have Jest
To thin and pale persons
deescovered the reemains of a twenty,
he gives new firm flesh and foot saurian on th' banks of th' Penobrich red blood.
scot river."
"Whafs a saurian?"
Children who first saw the !
"I dunno. Guess mebby Ifs one o*
old man with the fish are now them
misprints fer a sardine."
1
"There ain't no twenty foot sardine·."
grown up and have childrer
"Well, there might be the reemains
of their own.
one."
of
He stands for Scott's Emul
"I don't believe It Do you suppose
oil—ί
sion of pure cod liver
anyl>ody'd want ter buy a box of slch
I guess not"
delightful food and a natura 1 sardines?
"You're too dern critical. Ef there la
}
folki
old
for
tonic for children,
th' reemains o' any twenty foot sarand for all who need flesh anc dines on th' Penobscot don't you sup-

strength.

SCOTT * BOWNE, Chemist·.
New York >
40Θ-415 Pearl Street.
βΟο. and $I.OOι all druggists.

th' reemains
pose there might also be
of men big enuff to buy 'em by the
You're a atheeist, thefs what
box?
Dealer.
you are."—Cleveland Plain
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AII legal advertisements
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are given three connective insertions for $1.30
per Inch In length of column. Special contracte
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

ers.

New type, fast presses, steam
Job l'lUîfTixo
l>ower, experience»! workmen and tow prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

Coming Events.
(,5 -Oxtonl Association of I'nlverbalists,
DU Held.
Nov. 10-12— Maine State Pomotoglcal Associa-

Nov.

tion, Auburn.
Nov. 2»·.—Thanksgiving.
I>ec. 1 2 3.—Annual Meeting, Maine
Association, Dover.
NEW

Dairymen's

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Bed Blankets ant I Puffs.
Baby Sleigh Kobes.
Heavier Underwear.
Perfumes.
Hardware, Ranges and Heaters.
The -train of a Business Life.
Petition for Dbchargc In Bankruptcy.
For Sale.

Warning.

Letter from Mr. Stowe.
Yarmouth, Oct. 30, 1903.
Editor Democrat :
Last week I took a run to Portland on
the electrics aud to some of my friends
among your readers who are shut in
front the outside world a brief account
of my trip may not be entirely void of
interest. I had heard that the ride was
an enjoyable one on account of the delightful scenery but from personal observation I found the half had never been
made
told me. First the landscape
beautiful by a vast range of hills, plains
and forest, then came suddenly to view
Casco Bay dotted with islands and bordered by lovely beaches, making a pleasing panorama. As we sped on all this
would be hid for a short distance by the
intervening forest, then all would be
Hashed out anew, but with the changed
line of vision it all appeared in a new
aspect which added interest to the occasion. Hut the road in its crookedness is
only rivaled by that of W. S. A. in his
disposition of the funds intrusted to him
by the Preachers' Aid Society. I will
not attempt to describe the changed conditions at Kast Deering made necessary
by the increase of business of the G. T.
K. Co. At Portland I was struck with
the cleanliness of the streets, and the
general appearance of the buildings that
decided
was a
lined them. There
show of prosperity in all lines. But my
objective point was the (iraml Trunk
station and its surroundings. I had
been told that I should not know the
place it was so changed. What! After
being in touch with it for forty-four
years previous to the last eight, not know
it? Absurd! But on my arrival there I
found myself very much mistakeu. Either
I or the place visited was an unknown
quantity. I tried for a point from which
I could get my bearings, but when I
reached it, like the paddy's tiea, it
wasn't there.
The station was not quite completed
and the signs equivalent to "Keep ofl
the grass" were still visible, and obeyed
too, especially with the reminder ever
before me, "The way of the transgressoi
S. Stowe.
is hard." More anon.
.Maine News Notes.
The Congregational church in Gray
celebrated its centennial on the 25th.

Baptist church of Skowhe
celebrated its centennial anniversary

Thi· First
-an

Tuesday.

President White of Colby is arranging
form a college senate after the man

to

of the conference board which «at
in the college a few years ago.

ner

Six inches of snow in

Aroostook

Monday of last week, and roads
rendered nearly impassable by the

ous

storm, on the 26th of October.

on

we»
turi-

The word comes from Bangor that thi
indications poiut to more game being
brought down out of the Maine woods
this fall, than a year ago when all
records were broken.
At the October term of the Supreme
for Penobscot County, which
closed last Saturday, John F. Hob'n.on
Esu. tried 25 divorce cases and obtained
decrees in every case. This is a recorc
breaking number to be tried by an attorney at one term of court in thi
state and is believed to be the largest
number ever tried by any law firm in
New England at a single term. In some
respects it is not a record to boast about
A total of *>9 divorces were granted at
the term in question.
court

In an accident at Searsmont Miss
Lizzie Maddox, aged 45, lost her 1 ife.
Miss Maddox with a brother, Allen Maddox, who lived about a mile from the
center of the town, started for the villace
They had gone but a short distance when the horse became frightened
and ran away.
Miss Maddox
out but her brother continued until the
animal had been quieted. Supposing his
sister was uninjured he drove to the vil
lage and returning found his sister beside the road with her neck broken.

Friday evening between seven and
eight o'clock DanbyH. Varner, who is

employe

of the Gardiner beef cornpanv, shot himself in the head while in
conversation with his wife at his boarding place in that city. Varner hail been
drinking heavily for the past week and
his wife who resides iu Bath, hearing of
his condition, came to the city on the
evening train to reclaim him. They
had been in the room but a few moments
when Varner drew a revolver from Ins
pocket, placed it to his head and tired.
an

Brunswick's famous bearded fat lady,
Mrs. Emma Groves, weight oU7 P»unda
with a height of 66 inches and a girth of
OS inches, has been making her usual
round of the fairs, and is now taking a
well earned rest. Mrs. Groves was born
in Yarmouth, but has lived most of her
life in Brunswick and is not in any way
At birth she weighed only four
a fraud.
pounds, but as a child and young
woman was very large of her age, weighing 164 pounds at 14 years, 1% at 16 and
276 at 22. Since 16 she has hail a beard
which is now as heavy as any man s.

Another Maine murder seems to be
located in the plantation of Kingsbury,

in

Piscataquis County.

On

Sunday,

Oct.

25, the dead body of Mrs. Charles II.
Wyman, aged 58 years, was found in her
home, and Charles H. Wyman, her hus-

band, is under arrest for the
The woman was shot in the head with a
rifle which was found in the room.
Wyman denies his guilt, and certain
circumstances connected with the affair
have not been explained.
Wyman is tw
This is the fifth murder in
years old.
Piscataquis County within two and onehalf years.
The smallpox guards in Orono have
troubles of their own.
Quarantined in
the house with one of the smallpox
patients is a younger brother, who is
somewhere about 26 years of age.
This
young man, so it is alleged, was bound
to evade quarantine and go where he
chose. The guard consulted Constable
Smith in regard to the matter. "Knock
him down," was the prompt answer,
'•but don't let him get by you!'
Soon
the guard came to Constable Smith
"I have knocked him down,
ai?ain
said the guard, "but it don't do any
good. What shall I do?" "Take a dab
to him," was the answer.
"Lay him
out rather than let him get by you.
The advice was followed to the letter.
The next time the young fellow tried to
evade quarantine a big club wielded by
a strong hand came down with a mighty
whack on his head, and the subsequent
proceedings interested him no more.
He now observes quarantine very well
indeed. It is feared all guards are not
as faithful in their duty.
New Postraester.
S Ε. Crommett has been appointed
postmaster at Kidlonville, to succeed E.
E. Hajee, deoeaned.

η rat Baptist Church. Her. Η. H. Blahop,
Pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sun-lav School at >2 M. Junior C. E. at 3:30 p. M.
Sabbath Evening Service at 7 30 p. m. T. P. S.
C. E. Tuesday evening at 7 30 p. M.
Prayer
Meeting Thuriwlav evening at 7 30. Covenant
Meeting the laat Frt-'ay before the lit Sunday
of the month at 3 30 P. M. AU not otherwise connecte· 1 are cordially Invited.
IÏ nlveraallet Church, Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Prca-hlng service every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sundav School at 13 M.

Miss Alice K. Hammond is visiting
her sister, Mrs. F. E. Shorey, in Portland, for a few days.
The apples are now about all picked,
though it has been something of a struggle to get them. It is the general
opinion that there were never so many
apples on Paris Hill as this year. Prices
seem to be looking up a little, some lots
having been sold lately for $1.25 without
the barrels. With barrels at 40 cents,
that is better than the opening price at
#1.50 with barrel.
A tine evening Thursday brought out
a la^ge crowd to the Universalist Circle,
of whom between thirty and forty came
from South Paris. An excellent chicken
supper was served, of which nearly
ninety partook. The comedy, ''Clariudie
Cackler's Courtship," presented by the
people from the Good Cheer Society of
South Taris, constituted the entertainIt is a very funny comedy, and
ment.
was well cast, all being extremely well
adapted for their several parts. The
applause was frequent and continued,
An
and the audience was well pleased.
hour and a half of dancing followed the

play.
Regular monthly

of the
directors of Paris Hill Library Association at Hamlin Memorial Hall, Wednesday, November 4th, 1903, at 3 P. M.
The two schools will unite in a short
entertainment at Cummings Hall Friday
evening, at 7:30. Before the entertainment a supper will be served to the
scholars only. Admission 5 cents.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown and Miss Brown
Mr. Brown and
left Monday morning.
Miss Brown go to New York, where Miss
until Christmas.
Brown will remain
Mrs. Brown will stop with her people in
Portland, and will return to Paris Hill
with Mr. Brown the last of the week.
George W. Scribner and wife have
moved back to the village from the farm
which they have occupied for some
years, and which they recently sold.
Hev. F. E. Barton of Bethel, Universalist state missionary, will occupy the
pulpit at the Universalist church next
Sunday, in exchange.

Bryant's

meeting

Pond.

Mr. and Mrs. John Welch of Humford
Mr.
Falls arrived in town Sunday.
Welch went to Berlin, and Mrs. Welch
visited her people.
Frank Massure of Portland visited at
Frank Cushman's Saturday and Sunday.
Essie Bowker was at home Saturday
and Sunday from Shelburne, Ν. H.
The McKinley School League held an
entertainment at the school house Thurs-

day evening.
Edward Stanley
town Sunday.

and Will Gill were in

Kev. A. Pemiontof Boston will preach
the Baptist church Sunday morning.
Charles Godwin of Waterford was in
town this week.
Aldcn Chase, Esq., is still in very poor
health.
Ralph Chase is at work at Seth
Benson's at North Paris.
W. II. Storer of West Poland has been
stopping in the place this week overseeing the labeling at the corn shop,
which was finished Thursday night. The
crew commenced Monday afternoon and
worked three days.
Arthur Cushman has finished his
labors at the Glen Mountain House, and
I'apt. Brooks of Milton Plantation is now
tilling the position of clerk at the hotel.
Mrs. Ansel Dudley went to Portland
recently to visit her daughter, Mrs. Dr.
Buchnam.
Mrs. Georgia btone has returned to
her home at Lowell, Mass., and Mrs.
Lizzie Lane of Portland has come to
stay with her father for the winter.
Albert Bowker returned from camping
out bringing home a nice deer.
Percy Bowker is at home from Wakefield, Mass.
A delegation of the Pythian Sisterhood
attended a meeting at Oxford Friday

at

evening.

West

C. P. Hatch, who is visiting here, went
L. B. Swan has sold his hardware busiwith R. H. Morrill
Mr. Jack- to Bemis Thursday
ness to Edward E. Jackson.
as guide.
son will at once take possession c>( the
Greenlief
J.
Spaulding is visiting
store. Mr. Swan expects to remain in
his old friends.
the upstairs rent through the wintor. It among
J. A. Raw son and wife arrived from
is sincerely hoped that Mr. Swan and
Boston Monday.
family will not leave our village.
Mrs. Ν. E. Morrill and Mrs. A. T.
Mr. G. M. Cox of Vernon, Conn., is
Cole are visiting in Boston.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Loveland.
Mrs. L. £. B. Harriman of North
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Dearborn went last
Dakota has recently visited her cousin,
Thursday for a trip of a week or ten Mis* Sarah Barrett.
days to Boston.
Alien Irish is at homo from Bath
Acetylene gas will be used for lighting looking poorly.
also
brick
in
the
new
building,
purposes
Apples abound. Albion Bicker is
in White's drug etore and Fraak Small's
loading his 3000 barrels. Five car loads
store.
a day are said to be shipped from this
It was our error last week in stating
station. A. & 0. 'W. Mead & Co. of
that Mr. Kinsman of North Paris had
Boston have an agent here paying 91.75.
moved to Trap Corner. We were misinHe has been here about three weeks
formed as he had only been talking about
buying, and will pay the same for five or
doing so.
ten thousand barrels more.
A desirable improvement has been
Alfred Cole is able to be at the post
in
the
this
week
property
place
taking
office a part of the time, though not to
of the Baptist Society. The horse sheds
labor. 120 pounds for a 6-footer might
which were on the back corner of the
be termed a light weight.
church lot next the street have been
Mr. and Mrs. Newman C. Lyon (nee
moved close to the rear end of the
Helen Atwood), of Rumford Falls, are
church and are being repaired and
their honeymoon with Mrs.
painted. It will greatly improve the ap- spending
Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Lyon's
grandparents,
of
the
street.
L.
C.
Bates
pearance
Atwood.
assisted in the removal of the sheds and
It was said to be a great sight to view
has been grading the lot around his new
He also set out several trees Winslow Allen's apples when on the
house.
around the lot and two in front of the trees. He has not packed them. About
2000 bushels was his yield.
Baptist church. When they get well to
We bave heard stories, and stories, but
growing they will make the street very
a hotel gueet in a certain town is creditpleasant.
A foundation is being put in on the ed with one recently for the edification
which
Bates lot next to Charles Barden's house. of the guest at the dinner table,
of the
It is the intention to build a house next will do considering the lateness
in ye
was
Maine
It
down
in
season.
spring to be occupied by Mr. Charles olden
time, in the days of wild pigeons.
Bates.
R. T. Flavin's baby girl, who has been To lay a plank slanting on the ground
not seeds of kindnees, but
seriously ill with stomach trouble, is im- and scatter, the
grain, placing
gun thereon, and lire,
proving under the care of Dr. Yates.
was
One man at one
scheme tried.
Apples on the highlands which were blastashot
one hundred and thirty—was it
not picked were not benefited by the
with
recent cold weather. Apple packers are Ben? Doubtless that was the gun
Chamberlain shot Paugus.
busy. W. G. Hammond and son which
Aurelia
is
Miss
very low.
Bridgham
Horatio are away working for R. L.
age is 89 years.
Cumminge. Pearl Wyman and Bert Her
A telegram announcing the death of
Day have also been packing apples for
Mr. Cummings. Alfred Perham, in ad- Geo. O. Jones of Chelsea, Mass., and the
dition to his own orchard purchased and forwarding of the remains to this place
was a son of
picked the winter apples from the was received Friday. He
orchards owned by A. L. Mann and C. Amial Jones, formerly of this place.
C. S. Childs and R. O. Jordan have
C. Dearborn, also those on the Buck
farm in the Porter neighborhood.
In been to Andover buying blooded stock,
all he has handled over 200 barrels, 150 each a future prospect, in yearling colts.
barrels of which has been shipped on Look out now for about threo years of
loud horse talk.
the cars.
Ilamden Allen is an octogenarian. Ile
The German Medicine Co. are billed
has been a man of all work.
Carpenter
to remain in town through this week.
has done ship carpentry, carThe recent entertainment
by the by trade, and all work
came to
that
work,
riage
Methodist Society was a pleasant occasion. Mr. Frank L. Starbird was in one hand, and if lacking tools and appliof his best moods, and was heartily ances for any job he went to work to
Withal a good farmer.
welcomed by the audience and recalled orcato them.
his place recently and seeing his
at each appearance.
There was a dia- Passing
logue by Miss Emmons and Mr. Ridlon horse working on a hay fork I turned in.
and songs by Mrs. Anna White and Mrs. He calls his horse his boy, and as lie
M. S. Davis, also a duet by Miss Gray raises and trains his own horses they are
and Miss Swett.
Two hundred and far more tractable than the average boy.
ne showed me a set of balances his
twenty-tive or more partook of the
bountiful harvest feast, and the society brother, a professor of chemistry, left
added somewhat over $15 to its treasury. with him. All the parts were fitted in a
A large and interested audience was nic-o packing case. Each part was fitted
into its separate cavity and lined with
present last Friday evening at the entertainment given at Dunham's Hall by the velvet, the same on the cover lined with
School Improvement League. The pro- chamois. There are weights made of
thin and so small that
gramme was given in a pleasing manner alluminum, very
and the children rendered their several they are manipulated by very fine
parts wijh credit. The autumn exercise twezers.
After looking at this little wonder, I
was especially pretty and showed much
careful preparation on the part of teach- commenced to reconnoitre, and as he has
ers and
committee. After the enter- long lived in his present pleasant home,
tainment a sociable was enjoyed. Ice and after the manner of men of his day
cream and cake were served.
It was a has saved all tools required for his
pleasant, social occasion and quite a varied mechanical and agricultural purhe has a veritable curiosity shop,
sum was addded to the
treasury of the suits,
and to look them over is well worth
league.
one's while. Never having children to
scatter his treasures ho can find whatAndover.
Lone Mt. Grange, P. of Π., No. 103, ever he desires. Π is handiwork is bewill hold their next meeting, Oct. 31, ing greatly missed, as owing to age his
when there will be a contest between own individual cares are sufficient to
the married and single people, who will keep him busy.
He is hale and hearty, bearing well his
furnish entertainment, the side which is
SO years, a good citizen and neighbor.
beaten to furnish dinner.
Mr. Fred Russell has sold his livery When looking over his treasures, I
stable with all its equipments, cows, mentioned the matter of writing them
swine, vegetables and his house, to Dr. up, "Oh, don't," said he, so I will not
\V. Twitcliell, who has taken possession. particularize, but there is sufficient
Mr. Russell will remain in his house for matter for a long article.
month.
North Buckfield.
Learned has shot a white deer.
The animal was entirely white with the
Mr. X. C. Lyon and wife, FTelcn
exception of the head which was spotted. Atwood Lyon of Rumford Falls, were
It is understood the deer will be set up. guests of S. D. Swallow and
family the
The ladies of the Universalist society *2Stli.
will give a chicken pie supper Tuesday
Mrs. Daniel Fletcher of Peru is at J.
evening, Nov. 3d, at the vestry of their F. Bicknell's, caring for his wife a fow
one

Tommy

church.

Portland.

Mrs. Tabor is visiting her brother, Dr.
A. L. Hereey.
Mrs. Wm. Dow and son are visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Winfield
French.
The Ladies' Society met Wednesday
with M re. Frost.
Mr. and Mrs. John Elden have returned from their visit to Massachusetts.
Mr. James Cook has moved into the
house he recently bought on King Street.
Rev. Mr. Newport attended the Congregational conference at Bethel.

Lovell.

days.

Dr. Ladd, Presiding Elder of this
While Mrs. Laura Fletcher was loaddistrict, preached in the M. E. church, ing her cow from tho pastyre she took
Oct. 25tb, text, Matt. 6:35. An evening
fright aud threw Mrs. Fletcher to the

service was held.
On the forenoon of Saturday, the 24th,
Rev. Mr. Davis, who has preached
an engine which was going up the line
here the past season, is here for a few
at his;h speed to take the place of the
and will preach in the M. E. church
ilisabled engine on the down train, met days
Nov. 1st.
the hand car at the curve just above the
Mrs. Helen Marr Gregg is improving
vfTTiige. The men saw it just in time to and it is
hoped she may be about soon.
jump. The hand car was badly wrecked.
Samuel Poor of New Jersey and
of Rumford Falls are at
Smith
Sammy
Peru.
Mr. Fred Smith's for a few days.
Mrs. Hollis Turner died on the 19th.
Miss Alice Bedell, principal of the
She started to get up Monday morning,
school in Virginia, Rumford Falls prewhen she had a shock and died in the
cinct, spent Sunday at her home in
evening without recovering conscious- Andover.
She was buried on the 22d, Rev.
ness.
Mr. lngalls Bragg is making improveMr. Purington of Mt. Vernon attending
ments in his house.
the funeral. The grange ceremony was
Andrews has returned from
performed at the grave. She leaves a theGeorge
lakes and is doing masonry for Mr.
husband and one daughter, Mrs. Elroy
Turner Silver at North Rumford.
Gammon. Her sister, Mrs. Abbie PierMr. Henry V. Poor and family have
son of
New Hampshire, and her son,
returned to their home in Brookline.
were here at the funeral.
Mr. John Ilewoy lias been appointed
P. G. Barrett has been in Portland
game warden in the Parmacheenee terand Boston the past week.
ritory. He will remain there until the
Schools in town close this week.
first of May.
There are quite a lot of apples that
Miss Miriam Winslow of Woodstock,
are not picked yet.
Yt., is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Newhall.
East Hebron.
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess of Boston, Mass.,
Snow squalls were seen ou the mount
are at Mr. Ο. B. Poor's for two weeks.
ains and the citizens begun to bank their
Mr. Philip Hoyt is recovering from
buildings and get ready for winter.
the accidental breaking of his leg and
Edwin Allen has cut and hauled nearly
can go on crutches soon.
all of his wood for winter.
Dr. and Mrs. Leslie have returned
Several are waiting for the apples to
from Boston. Dr. Leslie accompanied
be gathered or frozen to get their winRev. John Su ter, who has been his
ter's wood. Every one is busy and work
patient for some weeks.
plenty.
Messrs. Owen Lovejoy and Malcolm
II. A. Record has the grippe. With
have returned from the lakes.
his injuries received from his late acci- Gregg
Mrs. A. C. Benson and daughter,
dent, he is in a hard situation and a
I'auline, with Mrs. Fannie M. Dresser,
great sufferer.
have returne.l to South Framingham
Freewill Baptist quarterly meeting
after a visit of two months at Andover.
will open Nov. 3, at 2 p. «., and close on
On Tuesday about one inch of snow
the afternoon of the 5th. Our citizens
had fallen.
Tho mountain tops are
anticipate an ordination during this covered and the
thermometer 30 above
session.
at Andover.
Young stock has been taken from
Died in Andover, Oat. 27, Henry F.
pastures this week.
65 years.
Died in AnThe work on the church will close Brickett, aged
this week and it will be put in readiness dover, Oct. 26, Frederick Caldwell, aged
$4
years.
for quarterly meeting the 3d.
The loggers are busy getting their
John Freeman came from Brighton
teams ready for the woods.
Help is
Hill laden with partridges and other
scarce and good wages are demanded
game to tempt H. A. Record's appetite
which are readily paid.
to return to him.
Last week apples were handled conDenmark.
stantly for shipment. More apples have
The town house is receiving a new coat
been sold in this near vicinity than for
many years, but where the froet struck, of shingles, by Mr. Dan Johneon.
Mrs. A. H. Jones is visiting with her
the apple blossoms were all
killed.
Those that have an abundance are very son in Lowell, Mass., fora few weeks.
Mr. C. 0. Pendexter has been quite
generous to those without apples.
Our citizens express many regrets that sick for a few days, but is again able to
J. F. Dunbar has sold his farm just be- be out.
Mr. Geo. Colby and Mr. Auguetus
low Brighton Hill, and intends to move
soon.
He owns a farm on Howe Hill Colby are making extensive repairs at
in Minot, but we understand ho will not the parsonage.
There was a large attendance at the
live there at present.
annual conference of churches held here
Oct. 28 and 29. The next meeting will be
Oxford.
Mrs. Grover of Bethel has been visit- hold in Bridgton in June, 1904.

ing her daughter, Mrs. Pratt.
Mr. and Mrs. Hazen were called to
Portland to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Annie Cook, wife of Charles Cook of

Bethel.

Buckfleld.

Parte.

ground and dislocated her shoulder.
Mr. Loren Newell'e son, Thomas, from
Dixfield, was here to see his father this
week.
Mrs.

Washington Heald and Miss
Heald were at East Sumner to
the Grange Saturday, the 24th.
Lucius Record was at East Hebron to
the Grange tho 24tb.
Archie Curtis was at Lewiston the
25th, to see his father who is at the
Central Maine General Hospital. He
found his father in rather low spirits,
not gaining very fast and suffering a
great deal.
Mrs. Rozotta Warren wont to Lewiston
the 24th with Mrs. C'uminingsto see her
son, Will Cumminge, who is in the
hospital suffering from a gun shot
wound.

Maggie

Tuesday

County

Conference of Congregational Churches met
it Bethel for a two days' session. À very
interesting programme had been prepared and was well carried out. The
meetings were helpful and uplifting.
The ladies served dinner and supper in
the chapel dining room and there was
no

the

Oxford

lack of food, hospitality

Wednesday evening

nor

Scarcely

Sentlnent It la Mot Capable at lixvretila·.

η

for the first
When η lover
time to grasp the hand of bis charmer
she either withdraws it, mid that is us
much us to say, "I have no heart for
or she suffers it, which is the
v«>nlures

sociabilty. you,"

"Prescelle" opened an engagement of four evenings in
Odeon Hall. The hypnotized eubject on
exhibition in Mr. Young's window Fri-

day afternoon, attracted quite a crowd.
Mrs. Alphonse Van Den Kerckhoven

and two children left for Boston Saturday to make their home where Mr.
Kerckhoven has employment.
Miss Richardson went to South Paris
Friday afternoon to meet a party of her
former classmates from Colby.
Mrs. Mabel Gleaeon entertained a party
of young friends Friday evening in
observance of "Halloween."
Mr. George H. Shirley returned to his
home in Brooklyn, N. T., last Wednesday. Mr. Shirley and family have spent
their summers in Bethel since 1806, at
which time they were sufferers in the
great fire in Portland. Having lost their
iiome there at that time, Mr. Shirley
went to New York and accepted a
position as inspector in the Custom
House which position he filled for many
years. With advancing age Mr. Shirley
retired from active business and has been
engaged in literary work of a reminiscent character. He has always been an
ardent temperance worker and has lost
none of his interest.

if she said, "He whom I permit to touch my hand may hope also to
touch my heart" In lovers' quarrels,
indeed, the hand is witlidrawu to express anger, hut soon extended again
Who can
in token of reconciliation.
tell all that is said by the baud which
another is conveying to the lips to have
a kiss imprinted upon it? This Is done
either slowly or hustily, either with

same as

Alhambra,

Calif., is visiting her mother, Mes.
Lusanna W. Hubbard.
We regret to hear that our excellent
blacksmith and good citizen, Mr. Henry
W. Merrill, contemplates removing to
Portland.
Mrs. Ella S. Howard has sold her
farm in East Hiram.
Mr. Cyrus Goodwin has built a house
on Hiram Hill.
Miss Anna M. Fowler of Augusta is
visiting at E. 0. Wads worth's.

Hare
Varlona Improvement» Thai
Been Made I· It· Sliape.

Tlie ships' anchors in gcueml
to the beginning of (he Inst century
consisted of η long, round Irou shank,
two
comparatively short
having
straight arms or flukes, inclined to the
shank at an angle of ahout 40 degrees
used up

raised—he
prays; the folded hands are
solicits something; they arc rubbed one
The
aguinst the other—he is impatient.
raised linger threatens; when bent it
beckons; when extended it points.
Two lingers produce the snup, a sign
The hand
of contempt or defiance.
Both speak
receives.
hand
the
gives;

and meeting it in u
point at the crown, in large anchors
the hulky wooden stock was built up
of several pieces, hooped together, the
whole tapering outward to the ends,
especially on the aft or cable side.
About the beginning of the last cenα clerk in the Plymouth naval

say
Grangers
time.
Alton Conant saw an animal Sunday
about dusk supposed to be a bear. He
was coming from his uncle's, Walter
Conant's, and was near Frank Smith's at
the time.
A. M. Richardson has been home a
few days this week, liolping pack as the
family will soon go to Portland for the
winter. Mrs. Π. A. Cushman will go
with them.
Mrs. Wm. K. Moody of Boston has
spent the week at the old homo with
Prof. Moody's family.
Orafton.

John Everett and Gene Ripley of South

Paris came to C. T. Parker's Sunday
night and have been deer hunting the
greater part of the week.
J. W. Chapman, who was quite severely injured by being thrown from a load
of logs last week, is getting better.
Bion Sanborn is in town sawing wood
for the people here with his sawing
machine.
Mrs. G. A. Otis wont to Berlin last
week to stay with her daughter, Mrs. F.
E. Decker, a while. She has been ill a
long time and is still feeble.
Owing to Mrs. Otis' absence, the circle

simple change may
but consideration will show that this is

was

postponed.

C. T. Parker is

present.

working

in Gorham at

Mills.
Anthony Berryment's little boy Jitnmie is quite sick with, as we understand,
Dr Clark of
ulcers on the liver.
Locke's

Pond is attending him. Dr.
Sturdivant of Bethel has also been callhim.
see
ed to
Rev. A. D. Colson of Bethel preached
in the Union church here Sunday, 25th.
Before ho commenced his discourse he
presented to the Union parish a beautiful Bible, the gift of Mr. and Mrs. F.
D. Briggs of Norway.

Bryant's

Quite a number are suffering with bad
grippe perhaps. Among them
are Will Gare.v, Mrs. Florace Garey, Will

cold or

Seams, Mrs. W. Π. Farnham and others.

Eben Lowe has a nice pair of
that F. L. Edwards bought in Woodstock, which ho is using on the "Rowe
lot."
D. D. Cross is better of his lameness
caused by a cart tipping over on to him.
There were more apples gathered in
this vicinity than would have been
thought possible three months ago.
Mrs. Annie Emery was in Norway
Friday, 30th.
oxen

TIIE BEST REMEDY FOU CROUP.
[ Prom the Atchison, Kan Daily Olobe.]
This is the season when the woman
who knows the best remedies for croup
is in demand in every neighborhood.
One of the most terrible things in the
world is to be awakoned in the middle
of the night by a whoop from one of the
The croup remedies are
children.
almost as sure to be lost, in case of
croup, as a revolver is sure to be lost in
case of burglars. There used to bo an
old-fashioned remedy for croup, known
as hive syrup and tolu, but some modern
mothers say that Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy is better, and does not cost so
much. It causes the patient to "throw
up the phlegm" quicker, and gives relief in a shorter time. Give this remedy
as soon as the croupy cough appears and
it will prevent the attack. It never fails
and is pleasant and safe to take. For sale
by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Stevens,

Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.

head thinks, and the hund behind the
expresses difficulties.
In a word, there is scarcely a sentiment which the huml is not capable of
expressing, and it not only completely
In
supplies the place of the mouth

but also, rather imperfectly.
In kissing, for when the lips cannot approach the beloved object the hand
throws kisses to her.—New Orleans

speaking,

Oxford; Noyee Drug Store, Norway.

For sick headache try Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets; They will

ward off the attack if taken in time'
For sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris;

Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Nor-

way·

BIRDS SING ON THE WING.
Charmln»
Flight.

The songs of all birds gaiu in beauty
when they are uttered on the wing.
more
They seem to be delivered with
abandon and greater volume. The wabird,
ter thrush's first cousin, the oven
furnishes a striking example of this.
Ills ordinary song consists of a rej>etitiou of the same note, hammered out

the

general

music of the forest,

NECKWEAR
goods. We cordially invite
our complete stock of

25c. and 50c.

Thanking the

Important Change in Tinware.

CHASE, Soutn Paris.

J*. K.

HEAVIER UNDERWEAR
will soon be needed. The chilly nights suggest
the approach of the extreme cold to come. The
wise man is prepared in advance. Let us tell you

about

ground.-Science Sittings.

Cnune Kor Rejoicing.
was
Judge Shaw in liis latter days
reverenced by the people of Massachusetts us if he were a demigod, but
In his native county of Barnstable he
was reverenced as a god. Une winter

NORWAY,

whole surface of the earth was covered with ice and slush, slipped and fell
heavily, breaking three of his ribs. He
was taken up and carried to his room
at the hotel and lay on a sofa waiting
for the doctor to come. While the
judge lay groaning and In agony the
old janitor of the courthouse, who bad
helped pick him up, wiped off the wet
from his clothes and said to liiin.

versing this order.

love to see the oven bird on the

ground. There is such a ludicrous assumption of dignity on his purt us he
strides about the stnge, never for α
moment forgetting himself so far as to
hop. There is the same even, measured steadiness about his movemen'
that there Is In his chant It is only
when he launches himself into the effervescing song that he forgets his

Merrick, how thankful you
must be It was not the chief justice!"
Poor Merrick could not help laughing,
though Ids broken ribs were lacerating
his flesh.—George P. Iloar in Scrlb-

Heavy

underwear.

MAINE.

SNOW, MUD AND SLUSH
will

"Judge

staid demeanor.—Llpplncott'e.

defying

FOSTER,

B.

h.

when the supreme court held a special
session at Barnstable for the trial of a
was
capital case Judge Merrick, who
one of tlie Judges, came out of the
courthouse just at nightfall, when tlie

I have heard him sing the latter
perched on a grapevine not two feet
above the ground. And as if to show
that he did not reserve his superior
be minpowers for special occasions
gled it with his plain chant and endreing with the song und sometimes

of our cold

some

fleece lined underwear, extra soft fleecing for 50c.
Heavy gray underwear, shirts double breast and
back for 50c. Winter weight jersey ribbed bal
briggan at 50c. Wool fleeced underwear for 75c.
Heavy all wool camel's hair underwear, single or
double breasted shirts for $t. Red woolen underwear and Wright's fleece lined underwear for $1.
An extra fine lamb's wool underwear in white,
shirts single breasted or double for $1.50. All
grades of light and medium underwear.

in shallow harbors, it is considered
an anchor to offer as little obstruction as possible above the

song.

soon

be here, then you will need

Rubbers, Overshoes and Leggins.
not be a good idea to buy
surely coming? They will

Would it

ner*s.

SAVES TWO FROM DEATH.
The Face of an Engine.
"Our little daughter had an almost
A writer in the London Saturday Reand
view comments upon the fact that ι fatal attack of whooping cough
writes Mrs. W. K. Haviland,
railway engine tins a face and that the bronchitis,"
all
other
when
"Look at an of Armonk, X. Y., "but,
face has an oppression.
remedies failed, we saved her life with
engine," says the writer, "and you can Dr.
King's New Discovery. Our niece,
noble
eet· that one looks noble—simply
who had Consumption in an advanced
in its strength; another, gigantic in stage, also used this wonderful mediforce, but not noble— an expression of cine and to-day sho is perfectly well."
Some engines Desperate throat and lung diseases yield
nn-re brute strength.
have a lofty, almost supercilious, ex- to Dr. King's New Discovery as to no Ε.
Infallible for
on earth.
pression; others almost foolish. Some other medicine
and Colds. 50c. and $1.00 bothave an air of smug stoutness. Then Coughs
tles guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff &
tin;re are engines that distinctly look
Co.; Noyes Drug Store, Norway. Trial
angry and others comparatively gentle. bottles free.
What is the key to this physiognomy?
Where is tly seat of expression? On
CONFESSIONS OF A PRIEST.
the whole, it seems to be the funnel."
Rev. Jno. S. Cox of Wake, Ark.,
writes, "For 12 yearr I suffered from
The WlMdoiu of Fool·.
Yellow Jaundice. I consulted a number
debeen
has
in
the
abstract,
Folly,
of physicians and tried all sorts of mediancient
and
alike
nounced
by Scripture
cines, but got no relief. Then I began
heathen sages. "If I wish to look at a the use of Electric Bitters and feel that 1
far
to am now cured of a disease that had me
fool," says Seneca, "I have not
look. I have only to look in a mirror." in its grasp for twelve years." If you
The Emperor Maximillau distinguished want a reliable medicine for Liver and
or
the dullest of his counselors by the title ι Kidney trouble, stomach disorder
Electric Bitters.
of the king of fools. Once when he ad- general debility, get
It's guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff &
dressed a prosy adviser by this title the
Co.;
Noyes Drug Store, Norway. 50c.
"I
replied:
gentleman neatly enough
of
I
were
heart
king
wish with all my

what is

Call and

are now.

see

what

them

protetction.
Repairing a specialty.

foot

we can

and be

prepared for
than they

cheaper

do for you in

the way of
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right.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Telephono

are

STORE,

SHOE

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

N. SWETT, Manager.

I

now

not be any

We have all kinds and the prices

SMILEY

Thrifty War.
Muchmoney—Do you usually order
your dinner by the card?
Nocash—No; by the price.—Cincinnati

the store, we

South Paris.

Square,

Market

advantage for

plain

HI·

of

CO,

L. M. LUNT &

an

though

nothing.—Pick-Me-Up.

opening of

ladies for generous patronage since the

trust you will continue it.

the list. Some of the tests to which
of
the anchors were submitted were
as
doubtt ul value, such, for Instance,
"facility for sweeping." Nowadays,
however, at all events for deep ships

part of

£10.
Jones—You can trust me. I am as
silent as the grave. I have heard

inspection

your

Suits, Furs,'Wrappers and Waists.

on

tion. Hut when the bird rises above
the treetops and descends after the
fashion of the indigo bird to an accompaniment of scattered notes he takes
fur higher rank as a performer.
Not always, however, does he require
the exhilaration and inspiration of an
aerial toboggan to cause him to abanchant for a more florid
don his

1

Especially

place, Rodger's anchor being second

lacking individual attractiveness on
account of the monotony of Its Itera-

The Keeley Institute in Portland, Me.,
DnMunjoy Hill, is successfully curing
drunkards and drug uteri.
Commercial Tribune.

JoaOlly

eral use.
A number of patents for anchors
exwere taken out prior to the great
hibition of ISiil. and. public attention
having been called to the models there
shown, in the following year a committo
tee was appointed by the admiralty
of anchors
report on the quatiticntioiis
of the various kinds. Practical trials
result
a
were then Instituted, and r.s
Trotman's anchor took the highest

Times-Democrat.

a

We carry the largest line of

with the thinest possible covering of tin.
Stumped milk
Preserve this important price list, it will save you dollars.
4 qt. 5c., 0 qt. Cc., Κ qt. Sc.,
2
pans, 25 per cent heavier than trust pans, qt. 3c.,
8
qt. 10c. Pic
10 qt. 10c., 12 qt. 12c. Deep basins, pint 3c., 2 qt. 5c., 4 qt. 7c.,
Dippers, half-pint 2c., pint Sc., quart Sc., 2 qt. 5c.
a com- plates, 9 inch 3c., 10 inch 3c.
consequence of these changes
thick
14
double
25c., 17 qt.
qt.
Dish pans, 10 qt. pieced 10c., 10 qt. stamped 15c.,
mission was appoin'ed in the year 1N."{8
I. X. 35c. Kettles, 4 qt. 10c., 5 qt. double tin 15c., 8 qt. double tin 25c. Wash
of
anto inquire into the holding power
dish, small 3c., medium 5c., largest 10c. Covered pails. 2 qt. 5c., 4 qt. 10c., 0 qt.
suit of its lachors. and a principal
15c., 10 qt. 25c. Steamers, small 16c., medium 20c., large 25c. Coffee pots, 2 qt.
bors was the adoption of the so called 10c., 3 qt. 12c., 4 qt. 15c. Wash boilers, 8 or medium size with copper bottom. 75c.,
admiralty pattern anchor, which con- 0 or largest, double thick 05c., triple thick §1.15. All copper wash boilers, *1.
with copper bottom 35c., 0 qt. double
tinued to be used In the navy up to the Tea kettles, small 2 qt. 10c.. medium 7 qt.
of the steam thick 50c. All copper tea kettles, nickel plated 80c. Milk cans with bails Γ. S.
year 1SG0. The invention
of standard measure, quart 8c., 2 qt. 10c., 4 qt. 15c. Coal hods, sheet iron 25c., galhammer in 1842 made the welding
Lyon Brand tin pails are best
vanized iron .35c. Stove pipe elbows 5 inch 5c.
heavy masses of iron η comparatively value in America, 10 qt. flaring pails 10c., well made from good tin with strung
from
so that
easy and reliable process,
wire round top and extra thick bottom,'heavier than 25c. trust pail and will wear
of anthis time onward the strength
10 qt. dairy pail 20c. genuine Ι. X. or double thick tin with double coating
longer,
chors fully kept puce with that of the of tin, same weight as 50c. trust pail and will outwear it because of the double
chain cables which had come into gen- coating of tin.

ear

with a constant crescendo.
Very effective it is. too, as

READY TO WEAR LADIES' GOODS.

chors hitherto in vogue were no longer
shorter
necessary, and anchors with
shanks and with heavier and stronger
In
crowns gradually came into use.

the
implores alms, the haud laid upon
heart protests, the hand upon the fore-

More

coming

are

One of the long felt wants of this vicinity is for a better class of
tinware than the common I. C. goods at hardware and variety stores and
at the same time something lower in price than the I. X. or double thick
ity
To meet thisjvant I have arranged with Mark Lyon of Michigan
ware.
stirthe
bottoms,
sea
of
ture
ordinary
famous
less
his
for
are
which
generally
Lyon Brand tinware.
fuce layers of
Mr. Lyon owns as he asserts, "The best tin mine on this continent," mine»
tenacious and resisting than is the
his own tin, makes his own tin plate, manufactures his own tinware and snaps his
ground a short distance below.
is the same weight and
fingers at the Tin Plate Trust. The Lyon Brand tinware
In the year 1831 chain cables began thickness as
of the trust goods but the iron base is covered
grades
corresponding
with
to supersede the hempen ones,
with good honest coating of good tin and will Voar well. One of the Lyon Brand
the result that the long shanked an- tin dishes will outwear half a dozen of the trust goods which are washed over

of
grasping each other are the symbol
fidelity. The clinched list bespeaks
hand
rage and revenge, the hollowed

Duriuir

goods

The new store in Market Square ia well established. New
daily and we shall keep thoroughly replenished our line of

of an
not the case. The holding power
anchor depends on two principal conditions—namely. the extent of useful
holding surface and the amount of
vertical penetration. The latter qualis necessary on account of the na-

aloud.

Are
Note*
Their
When Warbled

In

tury

The hand likewise answers by a repulsive motion. A finger placed upon
the lips inculcates discretion. The ancients represented the god of silence
In this attitude. How they have represented Veuus everybody knows. The
hand of the goddess says, "I am bashHebron.
ful." The Graces take each other by
Hebron Grange hold their anniversary
as much as to say, "We ought
Saturday, 24th. We liavo had no report the hand,
hands firmly
had a to be indivisible." Two
the
but it is safe to

good

LADIES' READY TO WEAR GARMENTS

somewhat sharp

yard. Pering by name, suggested certuin improvements, the most important
civiltrembling or boldly, and expresses
arms curved
Two of which was making the
ity or respect, gratitude or love.
tirst sigiit this
At
of
Instead
straight.
hands are folded together—their owner
seem of little value,

The heaviest sentence ever imposed in
Hancock County for illegal liquor selling
few days
was that by Judge Emery a
ago, in the case of John Ilau of liar
counts.
on
eeven
convicted
North Stoneham.
Harbor,
sentenced to serve
Wilbur McAllister is at work for II. He was fined $850 and
oight months in jail. Benjamin natt of
B. McKeen.
on
a similar
W. W. Durgin has bought a pair of Bar Harbor, convicted
charge, was fined $000 and sentenced to
steers.
the
We are very glad to know that Eunice serve GO days in jail. Guy Grindle,
boy who pleaded guilty to the charge of
Adams is gaining.
to kill Mrs. Eliza
Ina Gammon visited her sister, Mrs. assault with intent
Littlefield of Penobscot with an ax, was
Bertha Keniston, last week.
to
10
years in state prison.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Gammon are sentenced
enjoying a two weeks' visit in Lynn and STEPPED AGAINST A HOT STOVE.
Boston, Mass.
A child of Mrs. Geo. T. Benson, when fools.
I should have a glorious kingMiss Grace Adams and Curtis Bickford were married at the home of her getting his usual Saturday night bath, dom and your imperial majesty would
which
a
hot
stove
back
against
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Adams, stepped
be among my subjects."
Wednesday, Oct. 21. They gave a re- burned him severely. The child was in
do
could
his
mother
and
ception in the evening. They had many great agony
Remembering
A Menace to Society.
useful presents. We all unite in wish- nothing to pacify him.
The Colonel—Well, boys, this Is ray
ing the happy couple a long and happy that she had a bottle of Chamberlain's
Pain Balm in the house, she thought sho last
life.
night at the club. I've got to
would try it. In less than half an hour
be a fearful menace to society, so
after applying it the child was quiet and
Greenwood.
there's nothing left for me to do but
asleep, and in less than two weeks was
for the rest
There was no boy's play about that well. Mrs. Benson is a well known resi- go away and be a hermit
Pain Balm is an 01 :ny life.
snow squall on Monday, the 20th, and dent of Kellar, Va.
The Chorus—Why?
thunder was reported on the same day. antiseptic liniment and especially valuThe highest hills are snow capped and able for burns, cute, bruises and sprains.
The Colonel—Because I've lived here
will be until it is warmer weather.
For sale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; so long I kuow everybody's family hisSome are banking up their houses Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store,
tory.
oarlier and more heavily than usual, ap- Norway.
The Chorus—What of that?
parently expecting an uncommonly cold
The Colonel—And, confound It, I've
One of the severest sentences ever imwinter, and so it may prove as did the
posed by Judge Fogg of Bath, for in- got Into the habit of thinking aloud.—
summer.
Commander Peary is having a steamer toxication and assault, was imposed New York Times.
built for tho purpose of making one upon John Gavin, when he was sent to
more dash for the North Pole, being re- Augusta jail for 30 days on the first count
Home Influence.
solved to reap the honor of being the and 00 days on the second. Gavin went
It was during the reading lesson In
tiret man to reach that coveted piece of home drunk and quarreled with his wife. one of
our public schools that a little
real estate if possible. But the most of When Marshal Reynolds wont to arrest
lad read in a Jerky, expressionless way,
us think we are near enough to it now him he resisted.
"Mamma, see the hawk."
for all practical purposes.
FOR A BAD COLD.
The reading was so very poor that
Some did not get their apples picked
If you have a bad cold you need a the teacher said, "John, you know you
before the cold snap, the result of which
like
Chambermedicine
reliable
good
would not talk that way to your mothneglect must be plain to all.
Rev. A. K. Bryant preached at the lain's Cough Remedy to loosen and re- er."
the irritation and inand
to
lieve
of
with
it,
allay
exchange
City recently by way
"No'rn," replied the lad.
Rev. Mr. Nelson, and it is said that he, flammation of the throat and lungs.
"Well, now," said the teacher In a
Shurtleff ά Co., South
For
sale
will
hold
series
meetby
a
of
Bryant),
(Mr.
read It exactly as you
Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug kindly way, "you
ings there the coming week.
would say It to your mother."
Thanks to whomsoever sent us a late Store, Norway.
And here Is his reply: "Look, mom,
copy of the Boston Evening News. It is
who had used at
A Watervillo man
Brownfleld.
that there hawk!"—Philadelphia
a paper of ten pages and well filled with
60 years knocked square off,
Miss Buckley of Boston, Mrs. M. J. news, short stories, witticisms and ad- tobacco for
Ledger.
a month ago, just because somebody
lngalls and M. E. Wentworth were vertisements. The print is very plain told him he couldn't There re
strength Sailor· Are Fond of Sweet Thing*.
and clear, and it is really an interesting
guests at J. L. Frink's.
of will for you.
Mr. John Graffam is buying apples for number.
Sailors are very fond of sweet things,
a man in Cornish.
West Paris omitted the most interestand to one who knows tittle about
Just What You Need.
Some few men in town are making ing and novel part of the story in regard
them It Is surprising to learn the
cider, only for their own use, of course. to Mrs. Peabody shooting that deer.
stomach
and liver quantity of candy they consume.
In
There is to be a supper Tuesday even- Here it is as told to the writer: Mr. CHAMBERLAIN'S
the ship's store are kept buckets of
TABLETS.
ing at Odd Fellows' banquet hall, also Peabody told his wife that deer had been
tlii» article, which is one of the chief
an entertainment which will be held at in the field
When you feel dull after eating.
recently, and added by way
Bean's Hall. All are invited who will of a joke that she might get up the next
commodities In exchange for which a
When you have no appetite.
pay 15 cents. Cheap enough.
When you have a bad taste in the sailor parts with his pocket money.
morning and shoot one. Acting in acMrs. Burnell has a nice line of goods cordance with the suggestion, she took mouth.
On large ships several thousand pounds
in her new store.
his rifle before he awoke, went out and
When your liver is torpid.
of candy are frequently consumed on a
Dr. and Mrs. Fitch have returned killed her game, shooting the animal
When your bowels are constipated.
cruise.—Ounton's Magazine.
home from Sebago where they have been through the heart. She then returned
When you have a headache.
spending a few days with Mr. and Mrs. to the house, informed her husband of
When you feel bilious.
Conld Keep a Secret.
Fred Fitch.
her success, and then he acknowledged
They will improve your appetite,
the joke had rather turned on himself. cleanse and invigorate your stomach,
Smith—May I make a confidant of
and regulate your liver and bowels. yoi:?
East Bethel.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
Hiram.
Jones—Why. certainly.
J. L. Holt is making many improveShurtleff & Co., South Paris; Stevens,
Smith—Well. I'm hard up and want
ments on the outside of his house.
Mrs. Minnie H. McLaren of

Frank Harmon his been out of the
uiill for a few days, being troubled with
rheumatism.
W. O. Brown and wife are in Boston
for a few weeks.
Mrs. Angie Stearns returned home to
Henry G. Walker is in very poor North Berwick last week.
health now.
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Straw visited at J.
John E. Emery and Mr·. Frank E. D.
Hastings' last week. Mr. and Mrs.
were
i
at
Emery
Straw have recently returned home from
Bridgton Friday.
John W. Kendall raised about -100 bar- Montana where
they have lived the past
rels of apples of very tine quality thia
twenty years.
year.
| Died, Oct. 22, Mr. William Render
Will Chandler shot a deer recently on Bean, aged 74
years, 7 months. Funeral
the Joseph Smith place at Sabattua.
services were held the 24th at the Baptist
Carrie E. Chapman is taking piano
church, Middle Intervale, Rev. A. G.
lauona of Mrs. Abbott of Fryeburg.
Warner of Hoped ale, Mass., officiating.
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Look at

our

Underwear
liefure

purchasing

have both

We

elsewhere.

single and union garments in all prices.
have all sizes in Fleeced and Wool

We also

Hose from 15 cts. to 50 cts.

I

No trouble to show

goods

at

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

BROKE INTO IIIS HOUSE.
LeQuinn of Cavendish, Vt., was
robbed of his customary health by invasion of Chronic Constipation. When Dr.
King's New Life Pille broko into his
house, his trouble was arrested and now
he's entirely cured. Thoy're guaranteed
to cure. 25c. at. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.;
S.

MARKET

SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,

Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

Alice of 0!d

Vincennes
BY

•

»

TD EADERS of fiction have
pronounced this story
one of the best ever
put forth by an American
writer. It is a story of the

MltTRTLEFF

Α.

F.

CO.

A.

SfirRTtEFF A CO.

|

New Stock—Best

we

have ever shown.

The leading odors

from

φ Iludnut, Hicksccker, Palmer, liées, Stearns, Kastman and Goetting. In
bulk—25 cts. to $1.50 per ounce. In fancy packages—25 cts. to £4.50 each.

^

TOILET WATERS.
can

Colgate's, Iludnut's, Roger A Gallet's, Hess', 4711
surely find your favorite odor at the Pharmacy of

and others.
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be
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early times in the West when
hardy settlers had to
contend with the country's
the

native population. The heroine is a remarkably attract-

TALMER BRAND, Special
Sweater Yarn, 5-threaded, "Just
the thing."

ive character and her ex-

periences are unusual,

exciting
interesting.
We have

al

rights

always

purchased

the seri-

and our readers are

to have the

rusing

often

and

times

this

privilege of pemasterpiece in

BARGAINS in Cotton Blankets.

these columns.

[TWILL BEGIN SHORTLY,
fie Sure to Read the First

Chapters,

t

»

FARM FOB SALE.
Farm (or sale In Kaat Sumner. 175 acres good
land, wood lot containing 400 cords bard wood,
some oak, ash, hemlock and pine. CuU from 80
to 33 tone good hay, haa apple·, pears and
plume. Located one mile from school, two m lice
from churches, store, post office and railroad,
and on telephone line. Addreee.

W. H< DOVN8)
Kaat Stunner, Me.

LARGE
New

N.

LINE

of Handsome

Outings.

Dayton
SO

Bolster & Co.,

MarlLet

Square,

Oemocrat.

«vforâ

ïhc

SOUTHJ'AEIS.

t. *·

railway.

lkatk

i-akis

soura

Sunday.
begii

NOBWAT.
«econd Congregational Church,
Rev. Β. ï
itiilonnt Pm or
FkmMiik leenrloo Sunda>
MA
School, 12-00 M.;
frayer Meeting at β JO;

";S.bUth

j*"'£

Wednesday

Wing of Waterville
Ilatli:»way's.

l'ait >r. Preaching
A. M. Sabbath School.

lDuJ.h*liutIf 'hnrch

K Angell
™ Sunday at
lî«0, Y· r·^· υ· meel

10J

Flckett. Pastoi

M
p££hiSiiSSSbaSA.
Sabbçtheetojl
12:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting,
7:0" 1

Mrs. C. J. Bean has been confined tc
the house for a week with a severe cold.

Rev. B. F.

j
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening, class mcttlui

Miss Kdith Hayes of Auburn has been
guest at P. E. Wheeler's for a few

l'iÎStffSSmSSUUÎ'ViSr^
days.
/λ i.
a

Men;

^WMJi^!?Vue&da

*V'idvcrsallet ChUTch. Rev. ^arollne

is a

12 w M ; Prayer Meeting Sunday evening Ρ·
DeMeyer, who was substitute
CliLKCHKS.
8ΤΑΤϋ>υ MfcKTlSClB.
principal of the high school for a portion
κ A \ M
Reeular œeetlnir nf Oxford Lodec
v.rst
10 « of the
eervlcee,
was in town over so
term,
to
spring
Friday Evenln* un ο,
Br.. *"·'.·
tx>f ir« full n-oon
*■; Sun>lay School 13 *.; Y.
Oxford Royal Arch Chapter
Sunday.
U
*'i ¥ ate F *·; Church prayer meetingon
Wednesday
Kvenlng on o.
1 KvVvenln* At: 30 o'clock. Al. not other
We had samples last week of about
the worst ami about the best that late
October can do for us in the line of
weather.
*·

Mr.

i-Siik
<[;>nfc^,;al
1»

A U llVl.

SoKeiS.

B65^TS£5SSi£

m^tTng
Κv-ortl.1^·
eiw··««ting. trl.Vevening
',1Γί··,'.evening;
iwV Kev. H. S. Plnkham, Paetor.

I

t
it
,.

f M

}·■

|y ri

βΤΑΤΚΙ» MKKTISOS.
Reeular
—Parts» 1-o.lge, No. i*.
T 'rt'liv evening on or before fullinoon·
Mica Lodge,
?, j
IV evening of e»«-n wee&.—Aurora
an.l thirl Mon lay evening.
»

NI

l>|oiSrt

^ar ™^

M^flSS

on

p· "*·

* ·;
tiooi
i>y*ver
merit·* Tue*lav evening.

l l~
'vt r-.i'-Wt Churcî». Kev J
IT"
tu· service every Sun.lay at ..30 ι».
M.
i
r.
a»
fcveulng service,
hoi.·! at

Î,

the tree in exposed situaApples
tions were none the better for last
week's freeze.
Arcanum meets this Monday evening, and all members are requested to be present.
The

|

Royal

!

"Α.;»

MttTctAn

fourth
Sew

ΐί'. Λ. R. Kaïl

on

Tuesday Evening

the 11 ret

ΛΛΓ-^ietelnNewU.

Fred II. Evans has close*! his engagein the barber shop of II. G. Fletcher, and R. F. Tufts takes his place.
ment

Κ-Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lo.l«.No.
^von.l an.l fourth Krl'laye o? each

?„"»ÎS5S.Tn"m"!i US M» ·' «»
Tit ρ-κ~..;«
""î'n?» as?,
every Tburwtav Evening. J
K;,
Division, So. 12. meet»
^»Γρ%. LS£3
*-

This is the season of those annual
articles in
non-sporting newspapers
about the "ruffled grouse."

«ve..ln^._

A. R.

I actually received only $20. The time
chosen was Saturday afteraoon, when a

Supreme Judicial Court.

CHUKCHBS.

in mind Dec. 19, the date of the
Workers' sale.

Miss Ethel
guest at T. F.

Commencing Oct. ♦, W.
TU.UN*

in Mason

Good Cheer
meeting
afternoon of this week.

οβββΗοα«:βΛ>»θ7Λ·Α.
Till**

was

"Alice of Old Vincennee" will
next week.

Keep
Willing

SOUTH ΡΑΚΙ» ΓΟβΤ ΟΓΓΙΟ*.
μ; 8*0 Α. «. to

$00

Donald Bean

Hall. Mon.

No. IT7. meete to
Sew G.AR. Hail, on the tlrst and thirl Wednwdav
L

I prompt respouee

to a fire alar
Joseph A.Marin, proprietor of
a drue store on the first floor of the
Henry C. Pkabody, Justice Preeldini r. building, has two
Clerl
Charles F. Whitman,
him, for arson, and procuring the bur
J. A. Haydkn,
Stenograpbe .. I ine of a building to defraud the lnI «ηranee company. Marin Is said to be
Ei.lkky C. Park,
County
ο»*®»1 »! on the other side of the Atlantic now,
Ei>gar L. Fi.int,
I
hut he was under bonds amounting to
^nei
H. E. Hammond,
at .bi. «ΓΠ, ΟΙ »„rt,
W. A. Barrows,
Messengei ·:
Libranai I and hie bondsmen have been defaulte
Walter L. Gray,
In consideration of all the facts, Jadgo

Ed.

October Term, 1903.

Attorney

tHp^r

»

ROVIN8KY

WINS INflURANCE CASES.

I

lnjJ^®"teth^rn-

Peabody Imposed

Jit

The cases of Joseph Rovinsky of Run:
fo.nl Falls against the Northern Aseui
ance Co. and the Insurance Co. of th 0
County of Philadelphia, which were ο
trial Monday, filled nearly two days c f
the third week, or almost four days an 1
a half in all.
Few cases have ever «
quired such infinitesimal detail in regar* 1
to every matter teetified-to, and the size
color and condition of about everything !
in the Rovinsky house as well as lots 0 f

on

of two years in state

^°oeand though
prison,
a

sentence

was evidently
pected by Prince, who did not seem to
crlme, Uie
appreciate the gravity of
general comment on the sentence was
that it was "little enough.

^e

manifested
anticipated trial

Considerable interest

for several

on a

way

was

days
complaint appealed from the.Nor
Municipal Court against William J.
in the

Wheeler of South Paris. Mr. Wbeeleris
other things, had to be hammered ove r president of the Oxford County Agnand over time and time again; and 1 f cultural Society, and this complaint

! '"V™ an™"Irr'e* o^the
15 th o(

an/body connected with the court haen
In'his mind a series of very exact ani
detailed photographs of the Revins*: r

bô„ °Î,,

society1

β

The Strain of

a

Business Lift Collector's Notice and Advertisemen

Is greater in this country than olsewhen
for we do things bigger, better, ant
faster, but it tell on the nerves. Businesi
worries and strain followed by debility
is preparing the head of many a familj
fora premature breakdown. The follow
ing is one of many like letters receivec
by the Dr. Parker Medicine Co.
"It affords me great pleasure to speat
in highest terms of the wonderful effect!
of your Tonetic Tablets. The constant
strain of business upon my nerves was
making a wreck of me. Sleeplessnesf
and loss of appetite soon pnt me in bad
shape. A friend gave me Tonetic Tablets and upon using them, closely following directions, I've felt that quieting,
restful good that restores the system,
and judging from the appetite and restful sleep I now enjoy it is not too mucL·
to say that Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets
are the best and greatest nerve builder
on the market. I will at all times testify
to the high qualities of your medioines.11
Respectfully, Louis Guyeb,
443 W. 51st St., New York City.
A disordered condition of the nerves
results in headaches, sleeplessness, loss
of appetite, indigestion, defective nutriment of both body and brain. All the
vital organs depend upon the nerves for
health an<l vitality. Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets build up the entire nervous
system and thus restore the whole body
to a condition of perfect health.
Each box contains 50 Tonetic Tablets

on the
SepMraber rturIt I· ρ roitabi, noi
the annual lair
an exaggeration to say that the affair
has caused more talk in the county t
has occurrod
any other one thing
this fall
On the hearing in the Norway
Municipal Court, Mr. Wheeler waived
examination and the case <»®«d rect y
tn tliïc court
The expected trial did for Body, Blood and Nerves, and a small
box of Liveroid Tablets for Liver and
I
Bowels. 50 oents a box or 0 boxes for
complaint was declared
That is tne $2.50. At all druggists or The Dr.
and was

Sg

ho ise at various stages of the g*™®' 1 t
is because, to speak photographically
the sensitiveness of his mind emulsion 1
below the standard for a slow landscap· ,
^
The testimony was
finally close< I
Monday night, and the forenoon sessioi 1
Tuasday was devoted to the arguments
For the defence Hon. L. C. Cornish ol
Augusta, and for the plaintiff Ποη
John P. Swasey, made very able argu
meats, heard with interest by a larg<
number of spectators. An hour and 1
half was occupied by Judge Peabody i
instructions, and the jury retired a littu
after 4 p.m. They remained out until
about 1 o'clock the next morning, when
tliey settled upon a verdict for the plaintiff for the full amount sued for,, with
interest—3526.50 in one case and $10o3.(Xj
in the other. The case will go to the
law court on motion for a new trial.

P^t

I'mateSze,»» Fri^

^tive

of Sale of Lands of Non-resident
STATE OF HAIKX.

taxes on lands situated in tbe Town ο
Porter, In the County of Oxford, for th<
year 1902.
The following list of taxes on real estate ο
non-resident owners, In the town of Portei
for the year 1802, committed to me for collectioi
for said Town on the 19th day of Oct. mo), remali
sale
unpaid ; and notice Is hereby given that If
taxes with Interest and charges are not previous
li
ly paid, so much of the real estate taxed as
sufficient and necessary to pay the amount dui
Ix
will
therefor, Including interest and charges,
sold without further notice, at public auction a
the Town fiouse In said town, on the first Mon
in December, 1903, at nine o'clock Α. Μ.
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Melvln Walker, House and lot In Keiar
Falls. Bounded N. by land of E. L.
Edgpcomb, E. by highway, 8. by church
lot, W. by land of r. W. fled Ion estate
so

called,

The Demcritt lot.
E. Stanley,
Bounded, N. by land of Froeuian Day.
Ε by Bog Brook S. and W. by land or
Koscoe Lib by and land of t lonzo Libbv
Thomas Williams, Is the l'hendeus Hift
Estate. No. of acres 15, land bounded.
N. by Brownfleld line, E. by land or
Rl< hard Sargent, 3. and W. by land of
Albert Blake,
The Geo. Chapman
Will Pever Est.
buildings and lot. 4 acres.
Geo.

.ur.,fay

1.2

LOOK IN OUR WINDOWS FOR THEM.

6"njb.pPJ*

ieveral

..

J

Collector's Notice of Sale.

1 !
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j BROOKS—The

[or

ΐ BeÎk'^store
°T^Barker

&On

F.^

Bankrupt's

G.f.;

Ε

JOHN

hMonday

These cold nighte make us feel the need of warmer bedding, and now is the
We bought our Cotton Blankets early,
while our stock is large.
them as cheap as last year, regardless of the high prices of cotton.
ONE LOT of good quality Cotton Blankets, 10-4 size, white or colored, with col·
ored border,
per pair, 59c.
ONE LOT good weight Cotton Ulankets, large 11-4 size, white or colored,
Pair, 89c.
with border,
ONE LOT of Extra Heavy Cotton Blankets, 11-4 size, colored and white,
time to get it,
so we can sell

Pair, 1.98
colored border,
ONE LOT of Ileavy Cotton and Wool Mixtures, 11-4 size, white and colored,
very warm,

Pair, $3.50

bound,

$5.00

ONE LOT of strictly All-wool Blankets, extra large and heavy, colored border,

silk

ONE LOT of good Puffs, two yards square, filled with clean cotton batt and
$1.00
covered with pretty figured material,
ONE LOT Heavy Puffs, two yards wide, two and one-half yards long, filled with
$2.35
fine batt, and covered with figured challie,
If in need of BEDDING be sure to visit us.

NORWAY, MAINE.

ha.d.atoM

f

Tue^ay,

A Story of Early
American Times
Beginning

—

Norway, Me.

19

22

24

$12.00

$14,00

$16.00

Numbers

The Best Stoves I Ever Sold.

THE BRIGHT OAK COAL HEATER
Burns Wood

or

Lots of heat with little fuel.

Coal.

Prices from $12.00 to

$25.00
Ranges

Glenwood and Atlantic

QUALITY.

STANDARD

I think

they

are

the best makes

have.

we

Prices to Fit and Cook to Suit.

POCKET KNIVES OF ALL KINDS, from FIVE CENTS to ONE
DOLLAR, BUTCHER KNIVES, from TEN to FIFTY CENTS.
Best Fine Knife for

a

Quarter

I have

ever

sold.

Do not forgetyou get the Saturday Evening Post
with every fifty cent purchase on Saturdays.
One

No Limit.

Order for

current copy.

following

issues.

I WILL SAVE YOU MONEY

COME AND SEE ME,

WM. C. LEAVITT,
NORWAY, MATNB.

Russian Vests.
Theee Garments

are

made from

DOMESTIC WOOLENS
LINED THROUGHOUT WITH

HEAVY FABRICS
and interlined both front and back with

TEXTILE BUCKSKIN.
They

have

a

DOUBLE-BREASTED

FRONT and

a

thus making
HIGH RUSSIAN CUT about .he NECK,
THROAT
protectors·
them the most thorough LUNG and

Unpenetrable by
J.

highest praise

the Cold.

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

Furnbher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106*3.

purchase

yotf

Alice of Old

__

WANTED !

_

Spruce,

Vincennes..
HI

Pop-

Maurice Thompson

lengths.

long logs

price

J.

paid
Kenney's

|

coming

_

I

Dont Miss the

______

I

monojogist

I

1

those who attend.

by

GLENWOOD WOOD PARLORS

popular

BuEk*Boofc-lir·.

sold

WM. C. LEAVITT,

■

|

are

—

».

_

Ranges and Heaters,

Hardware

a^long J

^a-sivj

[y.

BED BLANKETS AND PUFFS.

Discharge.

I

NORWAY.

-

S

_

K\dejr

PARIS.

sSfeiss^l

^Fo™the'

J

SOOTH

agi

H
£

I

F. H. NOYES CO.,

2.8S

WILLIAM STANLEY,
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Porter.
Porter, Oct. 19,1903.

I

,eim.

is|

care for the fleeces we have a good cotton and
shirt for 75c. A specially good all wool
and
front
double
back,
wool,
shirt $1.00 and the best we have for $1.50. Do you like UNION SUITS?
I Our price $1.00, $2.00. Boys' Fleeced Shirts and Drawers 25c., 50c.

.83

Powder

I

Wright's Health Underwear.
For those who do not

9 Hi.'/

|

I

calling for

superior to all others. For 50c. we can give you the best single or double
breasted shirt on the market. Better grades 75c , $1.00, $1.50. These are

<c

Tj\ore

®Ί

customers ere

Fleeced Lined Underwear

as

άΐ

£

β

—

WINTER UNDERWEAR. We are
prepared to supply their want· and yours as well. We have a large stock
of many kinds at 38c. to $a.oo. Many think
Our

day

WARNING.

^atters
^

Heavy Underwear.

Unpaid

Miss Alta Walker was at home from
quashed.
form,
Parker Medicine Co., 51-53 Exchange St.,
Bates over Sunday, accompanied by a
end of the case.
US
No.
* K. Hall every Tuesday
Poet.
\
of
Liverlittle Portland, Maine, U. S. A.
Miss
Reynolds
After the discharge of the junes, nt»i«
,.ϊ an.l thirl Saturday evening» of each college friend,
more Falls.
F —Elm Tree Colony, No. 1». meets
time was occupied in closing ρ
"
vv1 'κ*'
Con>« meet* Ant,
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
nées
A short afternoon session was
Rev. A. W. Pottle was in attendance
Vtr-l Saturday evening» of each month. In
STATE OF MAINE.
and
held'to attend to routine
c c
Norway Commandery, No. 247.
last
at Bath 011 the Lewiston
Tuesday
meets second and fourth Thursday evening· of
Orange, from May 1 to Ottl.,
the court adjourned in
I hereby caution the public not to
Rev. A. each month
District
Ministers'
Association,
Wrth
i
an.l
λ:·
tendante to take the afternoon trains.
loan money nor give credit to my
No
mcet,
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
S. Lai kl, D. I)., presiding.
Ryer.
rot the year, meet» e\ery satur lay,
The term was 10 days in length. In
Bethel, in the County of Oxford, for the year
thirl Thursday evenings of
eon hail
C. Farrar, after 1902.
Cleon
minor
son,
of
The pulpit at the Universalist church each month.
the past ten years there have been only
c—Secon-l an.l fourth Monday,
The following list of taxes on real estate of
this date.
two longer terms, of 17 days each.
by Rev.
non resident owners In the town of Bethel for
V p Stony Brook Lo»lge. No. lsl, will be occupied next Sunday missionHon. Geo. E. Macomber of Augusta
S
FARRAR.
F. E. Barton, Universalist state
EVERETT
the year 10 <2, committed to me for collection
long civil trials and several ehorterones
an l fourth WeJne-lay evening»
was in town Tuesday.
for said town, on the 26'h day of May, 1902, re...
have occupied the attention of the, court,
Oct.
ary, on exchange with Rev. Mr. Little.
South
lowest
it
Me.,
the
lake
is
Paris,
1903.
the
30,
in
water
The
OXFORD VS. TURNER.
mains unpaid, and notice Is hereby given that
Γ P.-Hamlln 1-o.lge. No. 31. meet» every
and in every one of them a verdict has
1S
If said taxes, Interest and charges are not pretime.
a
for
has
been
Mrs. Andrew Linder, of
Ions
Mankato,
the insurance been rendered for the
Immediately
following
for
viously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as
nearer
plaintiff
Minn., who is a guest at Geïfrge Briggs', water to run the mills and the power cases was begun the trial of the Inhabit- or
Is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, Inquite the full amount sued foi. t
steam.
with
is
station
with
Miss
this
in
operated
week,
Hoes
company
cluding interest and charges, will be sold at pubj ants of Oxford vs. the Inhabitants of
that of Lead
rilDg* In GoMen Cro·· Hall.
lic auction at Odeon Hall, in said town, (the
There is a very slight prospect that an ! Turner. This was an action to recover And all these cases except
Parrl* Council. No. lb-1. Catherine Briggs, for a trip to Boston.
\ivanutn
law
court,
ι
the
to
are
to
same being the place where the last preceding
vs
Peters
at
3ϋ.
go
automobile factory will be established n for
t. Or-t an.l tlilrl Monday evening»
1001
to
in
furnished
annual town meeting of <ald town was held) on
pauper supplies
The new Grand Trunk station in
Though there has been only one crimiI art es staml
the tlrst Monday of Dccembcr, 1SKS, at nine
Norway for some time.
one Azarfah Jackson, who is claimed bv
town
nal trial a large amount of criminal
e
Portland was opened to the public Sunr.»e Ham and family left
such
an enterA. M.
o'clock
start
to
however
ready
the plaintiffs to have bad a "pauper set- business has been disposed of and nearly
for their new home in \ ar- iav evening, and the evening train went
1
if a sufficient amount of capital
prise
of
setclaim
in
Turner.
This
tlement"
a
fine
Violato
ι
to
be
in
fines.
said
It is
$1100 has been paid
nit from there.
mouthviile.
can be secured, say $30,000.
»
tlement is based upon his continuous of the
prohibitory law have been dealt
juilding.
C. B. Cumminge & Sons aro arranging residence in North
Porter has returned from s
Mrs Η Ν
Turner, as asserted with oven more strenuously than has
at
Norboth
and
Cheer
held
at
Good
for
relatives
be
an
extensive
will
business,
with
A sociable
0
t: ν weeks' visit
by the plaintiffs, from 1882 till 1398. He usually been the case, and the liquor
m
not gunpowder, but Brooks
u
v.
o
J
Hall Wednesday evening of this week, way and Bemis. the approaching winter had gone away from North Turner several
ϋ
Ο
Ο
frien.l* in Boston.
ο
3
business has been made less deslrabk
The firm lave larse ere.«.ot times
J â
Vov. 4, under the auspices of the junior
or than
for
this
finest
the
longer
has
of
enforced
perfumed
period,
in
this
during
Fairfield
Fort
ever,
county
1
;1 Strickland of
x
s
ο
•hisses of the Universalist Sunday School. nen already at work in the woods. The shorter times, to visit or labor. He was a
ο
*
ο
Oû
·„
-h his brother. N. F. Strickland,
^
>
h
Ά Ά %
Ce
Ά
force at Bemis numbers about one hunVU are invited. Admission 5 cents.
toilut powder ever sold at
laboring man, single, possessed of few
The following additional divorces were
Daniel A.Coffin, homeν S. is seriously ill.
ired while at Norway and vicinity small
and except for two short I decreed
52 $400 $ 20
effects,
was at home
from
the
tead
Porter
personal
farm,
Roy
♦rows are at work for the company in
I
4 05
V <> Wheeler has taken the place of
any price.
7 1 125 225
Geo. W. Day, lot,
when he held title to small
University of Maine over Sunday, acto periods,
sections. The
Foster,
Mephen H.
\
·, \\\ Andrews as superintendent
in Turner, of no real estate. But
places
bothad come
80
600
10
a friend.
aD
In
They
glass
homestead
elegant
farm,
ompanied
by
of
heir help in Bemis a carload
«ram. it is asserted
v. tin tan View Farm for J. F. Howby the plaintiffs on the
C. M. Go-s, tbe D. M.
ο Brunswick for the Bowdoin-U. of M.
lour and vegetables one day last week.
9 00
500
10411
3
he
Foes
Mr. How land hits bought all of
that
farm,
of
Jackson
himself,
testimony
tle, nickled perforated top,
ootball game, and ran up from there.
The thing Norway would derive the all
Solomon Record, part
Wheeler's thoroughbred Ayrshire
\;
the time regarded North Turner as
of Cummlngs farm,
Ma O. Jen lie ve. J. Herbert Jenne. Cruel an.l
F. B. Ripley of Weston, Mass., is in nost benetit from is another hrm like his home, and that his absences were
contents
smooth—porfumed
β"
108
15
St i'k.
north of road,
abusive treatment.
1
Sons.
&
B.
Mr.
3.
Cummings
for two or three weeks.
own
!
of
Stearn·.
Solomon
the
intention
Record, meadwith
Swaeey.
fence
the
temporary,
only
15
W I.. Farrar has taken down
for
810
and
Herman
and
all
50
450
Dr.
9
β
P.
Chas.
ow
north
late
the
Barnes,
son
of
1-2,
Esq.,
lot,
|
exquisitely
lipley is a Paris boy,
the
Lvman Russell,
nt of his house on High Street, an<!
Bartlett took a hunting trip in Stonehas many
\>1. Orison Ripley, and
1 80
100
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Baby Sleigh Robes !
fur
$4.00 buys a large, handsome, white,
center to put the baby.
robe.
$3.00 buys a pretty, white, square

Also

a

robe with hole in

full line of fur robes.

JAMES N. FAVOR, »«οεβΓκε"
01 Main St,, Norway, Maine.

WOOD ASHES FOR 5ALE
In any

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD LOTS
I For Price and

A

SPECIALTY.

Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

&
The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers A
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conhave placed their order for 31

servatory

additional Ivers «ft Pond pianos, making
a total of 29».
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, IMS.

Ru. 32!>.—Metagrram.

1. To select or pick out 2. To become
blunt. 3. Edict of the pope. 4. One
Msily cheated. 5. The outer covering
If a nut. »>. Having all it can contain.
Γ. Of no force. 8. To draw. 9. To

|>iee and sweeten,

EXPERIENCE

Traoc Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

at: J deecrtntlon may
Αηνηηβ«"η·ΙΙπιί a
wnether an
quickly MMftail Ottf QfMga free
inve "·>η is pr> ha' ly j-.itrnt^blt·. OimmunloaΠ.-indbnnk
jii 1'atenu
-it1<len»'«l.
triiil7c
II·.n··
lor oerurtiiic polenta.
M»t fr"e. QMest iwi'i
f.Ueuts l.i^on ttir.ic.h Mui.ti A Co. receive
tpfuU n"tk', wifhoiit c h rire», lu the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I xrvent ctp.
culatlon of any neienMtlc Journal. Tenus, 93 a
newsdealer*
year : four months, (I. SoU by all

!MUNN4Co.36,e"^Newïort

Weary and worn out all the
time. Back weak and lame and
aching. Headache, Nervous,
Restless, Excitable. The Kidneys

and who wish

strôhg

are

16 years of age

opportunity

positions
capable boys.
Good

ness.

smart,

Apply

an

to learn the shoe busi-

at once to

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

J. WALDO NASH,

Taxidermist,

Licensed

MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

331.—Charade.
When brave Leandfcr was immersed
And through the waters passed.
We're very sure he was my fikst.
No.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Ç,

piUrniQ

u/iMliiAu

SUPPLIES !

u

nixin,

p.

w.

But he

was

nut my last.

And my whole garments which
This young enthusiast;
Laid in my fikst upon the shore,
Would have become my last.

he wore,

worn

so nm

2. From

mo

they load

an ocean

ship;

Hearts

can remember when It was simple Indigestion. It Is a scientific fact Uiat all cases of
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of Indigestion. All food taken Into the stomaci
which falls of perfect digestion ferments and
•wells the stomach, puffing it up against th«
heart. This interferes with the action o!
the heart, and In the course of time thai
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased
Mr. D. Kaubi·. of Nevvla. O.. aayi: I had storaacl
trouble and was la a bad state aa I had heart troubk
with It I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cura for about foal
eaccths and It cured me.

10

0

0

0

00000002

0

0

0

0

Reading downward: 1. In Washing2. To drink, little by little. 3.
ton.
Tasteless from age. 4. One who scat5. A black, sticky subters grain.
β. An inelosure for swine. 7.
stance.
A pronoun. 8. To dress leather. 9. An
Easter flower. 10. A common verb of

letters.
From 1 to 2. the name of a fiimoui
Indian chief.

two

No.

Kodol Digests What Yoa Eat

^e

TtS

saW;

333.—Picture Pnmsle.

and relieves the stomach of all nervoul
•train and the heart of all pressure:
BottiMonly. S 1.00 Sire holding 2 % tiroes the tarM

aipy Thought I

squares to serve wi
the brown bread I
wiches to serve

creamed potatoes.

bread,

then cut into

'aud°wth
LTla"
looked attractive

ovenTn au

cake into a

int0 Bandsala(1 an(1
tterej the brown
inches
tnr
^
^

jte'!»

faebloo, tbey really
minutes

covered tin transformed the
fresh cottage pudding. A

like amount of water,
tablespooufuls of butter brought to
a boil then the white of an egg beaten
to
stiff froth and well beaten into tli

«S

«

K1,„or

a

^

Sold

by F. A. Shuttle? Λ Co.

S.

RICHARDS,

m

learned

KEnEDY

CATARRH

give

rds, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

Ν Η.

Berlin.
Catalogues

sent on

*ati»laction

Ely's Cream Balm

Gives Relief it once.
It cleanse», soothes

xL^WWiCOLD1·» HEAD
i>rotect* the Membrane. Restores the Senses ol
Tante an·! Smell, full Size, 50 cents, at Drug
<1-1.- or by mall. Trial size lu cent·*, by mall.
i.LY UKOTHEKti,5t> Warren Street, New York

Worms?

(Many

cluldreii un· troubled
and treated tor soiuetiuiuf else.

with worms,

Λ few dive· of

Dr.
True's Elixir
valuill expel wormslf thi-y exist, and

application.

ON

to close out odd

I

The Bcaders of

£

Have

rich

a

We have

rights

treat

purchased

I Alice

Chas. F. Ridlon,

*

I

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

in

store.

the serial

thrilling

and Job Work.

CHANDLER,

VT.

E.

Wwit Sumner.

.....

Maine.

Livery Stock for Sale !

•

20

carriages,
surries, 4 bicycle

horses, two-seated

10 top buggies, 4
carriages (open),

harness,
Will lease stable

wagon,

nice three seated

1

whips, robes, etc.
to run livery busi-

This i»
ness.
nice, clean livery
No
stock and excelh nt opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.
a

Home Telephone Call. 103-5.
Andrews House Stable Call, ΙΟϋ-Ιΐ.

Black Stallion,

DECORATE,!
By

"Every
Dare

Dam,
3 :ι ι

Jewel,

Inch

Devil,

King."

record

a

109.

dam of Lord March,

ι-a, and Point

Send for circular.

W. J
South Paris,

a

Dexter,

a :ai i-a.

Wheeler,

Maine

and

a

—

I!

greater popularity
is more deserving.

the Puzzler.

Enigma: Comb-

—

—

err.

No. 326.—Jumbled Quotations: 1. The
path of glory leads but to the grave.
2 None but the bravç deserve the fair.
No. 327.—Diamond: 1. W. 2. Tan. 3.
Noted. 4. Streams. 5. Spearmint. 6.
Watermelons. 7. Reprehend. 8. Skilled. !>. Blots. 10. Inn. 11. S.
No. 328.—Anagrams: White grapes.

>·

none

to

N<^jJ23.—Progressive

i:

of

°ld

enjoyed

We llnd It Is the case.
The biggest kickers are the ones
Who get the highest place.

at-able.
Double Uliymes: Done,
No. 324.
crowd, gun. loud, one, cloud, black,
hide, stack, wide, shack, spied, within,
louro<l. din, board, thin, roared, heard.
by. vo'tt. sky, bird. higb.
No. 32"».—Subtractions: Finals—Land2. Spaniel
bull.
1. Bulldog
seer.
4. l»lood3. Saint Hernard—In.
pa.
6. Col5. Mastiff—a9.
—. Id—blood.
8. Terrier7. Dhole—hole.
lie—lie.

No story of recent times has

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

Matche l Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

last night to

Paid

Itosebud.

story

*

Builders' Finish I

Planing, Sawing

Option.

proposed

ne.

Key

CHANDLER,

If In want of any kind of Finish for IneMe or
Outside work, send In your order·. Pine Lum
ber an<l Shingles oc hand Cheap for Cash.

An

Mabel—Jack

No. 321.—Separated Words: 1. Pageant. 2. rat-ten. 3. Iting-let.
No. 322.—Illustrated Central Acrostic:
Monroe. 1. Skimmer. 2. Almonds. 3.
Spinner. 4. Sparrow. 5. Coronet. 0.

Î Vincenncs j;

MAINE,

Also Window & Door Frames.

plant.
Change every single one into a fruit
Chuuge renown to u bright light.

—New York Herald.

up stock.

E. W.

the reverse of the greatest.
Change a feature of the face to a disturbing sound.
Change an ardent admirer into a

?

of the late Maurice

Thompson's

and clean

M

Paper

This

NORWAY,

XIT.—Addition·.

by Heifht.
Throughout the world, as on the stage.

—

patterns

■

Greening apples.

f|

apologize.

CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.

TO

as

they had had such

a

plcasaiit

of my dinnerless days.
Homo Science Magazine.

one

Co

Recipes.
STEWED

AND BAKED

SWEET

ΑΓΡΙ.Ε8

is one of the most acceptaWe waye to
Sweet apples are often
use this fruit.
tough, and baking alone does not soften
them. Wipe the apples and remove the
Put them in a granite kettle, or
cores.
pan large enough to hold several on the
bottom, sprinkle sugar over them, and
add only water enough to nearly cover
them. Let them cook slowly,
covered, until tender. When a fork will
pierce them easily, take out the apples
and boil the syrup down until quite
Or put the pan in the oven, ami
thick
let them bake until the syrup is a rich
brown, basting them frequently.
Baked sweet apples may be served
with cream, or eaten with bread and
Ba*°
milk, or made into pies.
crusts first and then cut the cooked apples into bits, removing part of the
tough skin, add cream, whippodifjou
like, and after covering with tho top
crust sprinkle with powdered sugar.

cj5>se]X

J*®

BAKED

SWEET

ΑΡΓΙ.Ε

ICE CREAM.

Wipe and bake sweet apples until
tender, sift them, and to the pulp of six

good-sized apples

J"»*

add
Π
and sugar to taste. When the
freezer
ο
the
in
turn
is
dissolved,
sugar
and freeze until firm. If the apple» lack
tlavor, a little lemon juice or rose water
will be au improvement.
one

cream

OATMEAL

BllEAD.

Soak one cup Quaker Rolled Oats in
two cups boiling water for one hour
Add one-half yeast cake dissolvedI in
one-fourth cup warm water, threefourths cup of molasses, one tablespoon
butter, one teaspoon salt, and five cups

flour.
The dough should be

._

ν

Only the

TrueL.F.

Thirty

AIWMtf 4 Fovfett, Son* Parte. empty stomach.

Evidently Used Up.

Magazine.

OFFER
OF

YEAR.

Both Papers One Year for Only $2.00.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

South Paris, Maine.

employed

Your name and address on a

along the rails and

ALMOST
AS

WANTED.

A

A GOOD NAME.
From personal experience I testify
that DeWitt's Little Early Risers are

unequalled as a liver pill. They are
rightly named because they give strength

and energy and do their work with ease.
—W. T. Easton, Boerne, Texas. Thousands of people are using these tiny little
pills in preference to all others, because

Newsie— "Extry ! Four hundred found
"Where?
dead!" Rnbe
Comeon
Where?" Neweie—"In a grave yard!

One of the most famous smiths of
the Weald was St. Dunstan, archblsh
op of Canterbury. Mayfleld, In Sussex,
is the site of an ancient archiépiscopal
palace, and here, according to some,
took place the terrific encounter beAt
tween St. Dunstan and the devil.
|iy rate, the anvil, hammer and tongs
fhieh are alleged to have belonged to
the saint are still preserved at Mayfield palace.—Gentleman's Magazine.

A Co.

—

Extry! Extry!"

f axative Rromo Quinine
Dure· aCoM in One Day, Grfpin 2 Days

"What did the young leddy want
aboard the boat, Bill?" "She said she's
hern so much about the dog watch that
she wanted to buy a little one for her

poodle."

a

81. Dtmstnn

Unpaid taxe» on lands situated In the town of
Paris, In the County of Oxford, for the year
1903.

The following list of taxes on real estate of
non-resident owners in the town of I'arls,
for the year 1902, committed to me for collection
for said town on the 9th day of
l'J02, remain unpaid; ami notice Is hereby given that If
said taxes, interest and charges are not pre
viously paid, so much of the real estate taxed a.- Ν
sufficient and necessary to pay the amount due
therefor, including Interest ami chargea, will lie
sold at public auction at New Hall, South Pari·,
In said town, on the (irst Monday In December,
1903, at nine o'clock A. M.

May,

Brt
ΐ -j
S

122

f8

Û-

X

<-.'3

Bcarse A Home, land joining Krceland
Swan farm,
$ 4 35
Bcarse Λ Home, Wood land joining .1.
2 07
Stevens farm,
11 05
Whitman. Mrs. Ellis, Merrill farm,
Thayer, /Ilia (Heirs of) Land east of
Sarah Pcniey'e,
110
ALFRED H.JACKSON,
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Parle.
Oct. 16th, 1803

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
STATE OF MAINE.

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the town of
Hlrsm.tnlhc County of Oxford, for the year

1902.

The following list of taxes on real c»tat>· of
non-resldcnt owners In the town of lllrani for
the year 19oj, committe d to me for collection for
of June, 1811, r·
said Town on the SOtb
main unpaid; and notice Is hereby given that
if i-ald taxes. Interest and charges arc not
previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed
as Is sufficient and necessary to pay the amount
due therefor, including Intercut and charges, will
be sold at public auction at the Town IIou»c In
said town, on the first Monday in December,
1903, at nine o'clock Λ. M.
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Durgln, David L. A lot of land known
as Whale's Hack. No of acres 2 12.
Total value of real dilate #fi0
κ

b

Papers One year for $2,25.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

South I'aris, Maine.

Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

you a froe

sample

copy.

.77

V Λ Harmon. No of acre· So. Total
.77
value of real estate $.10.
ALMON YOUNG,
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Hiram.
Hiram, Me., Oct. i'ith, 1903..

A.W. Walker & Son,
Dealers in

ICE AND

COAL,

Work, Cement, Lime,
Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster, etc.
Granite

IT MAKES YOU SHUDDER.
carefully

"No matter how dainty food maybe or how
it looks simply repugnant to you, does It not?"
in your stomach
says the Romoc man. "That dull pain
caused you to simply loathe the sight of food—you canwhat.
not cat and vet you want something and don't know
When you do eat, you suffer tortures afterwards. Do
in this way. Your
ou realize what will happen to you if you continue
hold ot you. If
odv will become depleted and any sickness is apt to take
will do as lots of other dyspeptics have done—
you escape such evils, you
will become
die of exhaustion. Or perhaps the ir -itution of your stomach
from the stomach will
so bad that gastric ulcers will form atid hemorrhages
It
You positively can avoid all these troubles by taking Komoc.
ensue.
a
is Nature's own remedy. It contains no injurious drugs nor particle
will
make
alcohol. Romoc builds up vour entire system. It
wilf help it to digest the food eaten and
your stomach etrong and
what is best of all create a healthy, natural appetite. My word
it, Mr. Man, with indigestion, a single
iottle of Romoc will prove to you that
there is more in Nature than you have ever
dreamed of."

prepared,

for Masons.

Complete Supply
PARIS. MB.

SOUTH

Telephone Connection.

Σ

Îor

âè

Dou't

covcr

your barn with a

Use

mortgage.

P&rs$d

fZzrsfing

unexcelled permirent rooting for
buildings ol all kinds. Economic .1, dur·
able and easy to apply. Any one can put
the

it

on

and it stays where

you

put it. Com-

roll. Our book.
plete roofinc kit with each tells
all

about
Building f.coAom>,
Inexpensive buildings. It's fats to vou.
I S P. MA XIM & SOV, Ajrcnts, So. Pari*.

CI

Dr. Austin Tenney,
Oculist,
At K. of P.

✓

Building, Bridgton,
Thursday, Oct. 29th.

Fryeburg,

At Walker House,
Tuesd iy, Oct. 27th.

Vl

FOR SALE.

Top buggy,

open

buggy, single

Berkshire

harness, side-hill plow,

pigs.

CONSTIPATION.
Ask for ROMOC LAXATIVE TABLETS—SURE CURE FOR
said by the ltomne mah
inveitfanted Jinmor. We know that all that i*
to anyone the
thie wonderful rented// la true, and we will refund
pertaining to
Jiomoc is
remedy not eatitflcd with the result* obtained. Jletnenxber,
price of the and
told
by
guaranteed
We hare

F. A. SHIJRTLEFF &

CO., Pliarmacieta.

Q U AKEK HA JN (jrl^j

N. G. ELDER,
South Paris.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

&

Mouldings s,jL

Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

High

Satisfaction Guarznteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

and the Devil.

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

to

on

Hi* Ontlns·
"Were you out driving yesterday?"
"Yes, out $0 for the rig. The girl
told me she was engaged to another

STOPS THE COUGH
fellow."—Exchange.
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Infancy is the germ period of man's
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. existence; It Is the springtime of the

Prioe 85 oenti.

ê

PAPER.

Glntldenlnir it liuinorlNt.
The financial burden which Mark
Twain carried some years ago weighed
his mind heavily.
In these moon
ments of despondency there was one
tactful friend who could make the
This
humorist forget ids troubles.
was Dan Beard, the artist, who illustrated some of Twain's books.
"Dan Board, there is no vtonic that
can equal the company of a cheerful
man." said the humorist as he entered
the artist's studio.
"Ah, but I have such a pleasant subject to work upon that I am not in
neod of either man or tonic for my
cheerfulness." retorted the artist.
"Beg pardon, it is 1 that need the
tonic, and that is why I am here,"
said Twain forlornly.
"Then allow me to prescribe a dose
And Mark
of your own medicine."
was handed a copy of his book which
Beard had been studying.
"I thank you," replied the humorist.
"It took me a year to get that medicine out of my system, and I do not

propose to imbibe It again."
A discussion of the book was followed by a hearty dinner, and Twain
left his friend, having received the
cheer that he needed.

important

NEWS-

that
delay Is generally fatal,
or, if not, it results in the amputation
of a leg.
"There are few mil layers who have
not. they will tell you, experienced this
peculiar trance at one time or another
during their careers on the track. Aui
ma is are also subject to 'engine trance,'
particularly «logs and cats, and that no
doubt accounts to some extent for the
large number of them as well as other
animals that are killed on the railroad."

are eo pleasant and effectual.
They
biliousness, torpid liver, jaundice,
sick headache, constipation, etc. They
do not purge and weaken, but cleanse
and strengthen. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff

they

cure

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

STATE OF MAINE.

The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
i
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with Merrlileld, Moses, The CalebC. Clemons
lut near Clemons Pond bought of MoulOxford Democrat,
The
local
favorite
own
newspaper,
your

DAILY

engine

columns of your paper, if there is any
person who has used Green's August
Flower for the cure of Indigestion, Dyspepsia, and Liver Troubles that has not
been cured—and we also mean their
results, such as sour stomach, fermentation of food, habitual costiveness, nervous
dyspepsia, headaches, despondent feelings, sleeplessness—in fact, any trouble
connected with the stomach or liver? I
This medicine has been sold for many
years in all civilized countries, and wo :
wish to correspond with you and send —New York Times.
I
you one of our books free of cost. If
you never tried August Flower, try a 25
Not So Very Weak.
cent bottle first. Wo have never known
The train was on a windy pass in the
more
If
of its failing.
so, something
Rockies. There were in the car a few
sorious is the matter with you. The 25
minors, two cowboys, a woman, who
cent size has just been introduced this
At all looked ill, and a man clothed in very
year. Regular size 75 cents.
British tweeds. lie was evidently used
druggists.
to roughing it and sat beside the open
G. G. Gkken, Woodbury, N. J.
window indifferent to the cold air that
Mamma—"Come, now—W-a-i-t. What swirled into the car.
does that spell? (No answer.)
Now,
Behind him sat the woman, shiverwhat does papa do when breakfast is
Across the aisle was a large
ing.
not ready?'1 Maggie—"Says 'Blast!'"
honed westerner. lie did not seem to
A REMARKABLE CASE.
tniiid the wind himself, but he gave a
One of tho most remarkable cases of a kind, solicitous glance toward the wocold, deep-seated on the lungs, causing man.
pneumonia, is that of Mrs. Gertrude E.
After an hour of shivering she leaned
Fonner, Marion, Ind„ who was entirely forward and asked the man in front of
cured by the use of One Minute Cough
her to close the window. He paid no
Cure. She says: "The coughing and
her request, except that lie
straining so weakened me that I ran attention to
down in weight from 148 to 92 pounds. looked straight ahead and said, adI tried a number of remedies to no avail dressing himself to the world at large,
until I used One Minute Cough Cure. "Americans seem to he a weak ltd."
Four bottles of this wonderful remedy
Then the tall man across the aisle
cured me entirely of tho cough, strength- rose
slowly. His head came Just under
to
ened my lungs and restored mo
my the bell cord. lie reached across the
normal weight, health and strength."
tweed suit, pushed the owner of It
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
rather rudely into the corner of the
The Jester—"I've had a quarrel with seat, laid liuld of the window catcli
my wife." Clown—"Have you? What's with his big thumb and linger and scut
passed betwoon you?" The Jester— the window down with a slam.
"H'm! The clock, five plates and a
"I guess we ain't so very weak, pardcouplo of flatirons."
uer." he said.

Mrs. Brown—"This is a pretty time
to come home—and what have you got
to say for yourself?" Mr. Brown—"Well,
I concocted a lot of things coming along,
and now I'm dashed if I can recollect a
single one."

THE

is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

AS

in^int's

I

to

as
newspaper for busy peoplo, almost
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news cf The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
news of the world at a verv small cost.
with all

GOOD

with its row of cars coming toward
him at express speed. Although he has
been warned by the lookout and the
shouts of his fellows of the approaching danger, lie will pay no heed, but
stand spellbound for an instant. And

Mrs. Meadowland—Yes, but here it is
'most 4 o'clock, and breakfast all ready,
and ho hain't waked up yet."

postal card

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will
briug you free sample copy.

"A rail layer who may be In perfect

an

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

NEW-YORK
THE
for
ceive
TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own favorito
local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

physical condition Is not proof against
the powerful fascination as he gazes
sees

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.

regular price
subscription
your

Affecta Track .Men.

and surgeon

LUTHEB TUCKER & SON,
AlbftnY, ΚΓ. Y.

is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmers
and their families, and stands at the head of the agricultural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmers,
the
helping them to secure the largest possiblo profit from
farm through practical methods.
to
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful
it
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose intereste
covers in an attractive manner.
is £1.00 per year, but we will re
The

THE

approaching.

cheery enough.

as stiff as can be
A SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY.
stirred with a spoon, otherwise will be
Raise over
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does for the
too soft in the morning.
night, knead, and put into pans. Re- stomach that which it is unable to do
quires longer baking and more moderate for itself, even when but slightly disKodol Dyspepordered or ovor-loaded.
oven than white bread.
sia Cure supplies the natural juices of
8NICKERD00DLES.
digestion and does the work of the stomTwo cups sugar, one-fourth cup but- ach, relaxing the nervous tension, while
ter two eggs, one cup chopped raisins, the infiamed muscles of that organ are
one cup milk, four cups flour, two tea- allowed to rest and heal.
Kodol Dysspoons cream tartar, one teaspoon soda. pepsia Cure digests what you eat and
Drop from teaspoon on buttored tins, enables the stomach and digestive organs
and sprinkle thickly over top a mixture to transform all food into rich, red
of sugar and cinnamon.
blood. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

!

MOST
LIBERAL

rail layers is what is known among
the men themselves as "engine trance."
This I might describe more clearly as
a temporary sort of paralysis which affects simultaneously both the mind
and body. The 'stroke' lasts only a
few seconds, but those few seconds
mean life or death when a fast train is

™fftrn,,Sù"H^brUadç

^MfrtSnSÏÏSe^
?;LSrb«trviÎteyrp>

physician

SPECIMEN COPIES

99 A. Main Street.

Mention this paper.

Trial Trip SO rent·.

will l>e mailed free on request. It will pay any
body Interested In any way In country life to
send for them. Address the publisher* :

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me

that renders them often oblivious to
approaching trains, notwithstanding
the fact that they work in gangs and
have lookout men near at hand. Another fact which is accountable in
many instances for fatal accidents to

rTdlï

jj

I

York

Four Month·'

Wo want men over all New England to
work for uh selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
outfit
necessary, exclusive territory,
free. Apply at once.

by the New York Central railroad.
"The fact is, the hearing of these
men in time becomes affected owing
to the constant stooping position winch
they are obliged to assume in laying
the rails, putting the bolts in. etc.. and

an

A BIRD PIE.
This paper will have the ex- 5 All druggists refund the money if it
Allow one bird for each person, but if
fails to cure.
E. W. Grove's signature
on each box.
elusive use of it in this section,
they are large one-half will be sufficient.
25c.
Clean and cook them in boiling salted
Mr.
what's
Season the liquor
Cook,
water until tender.
Assistant—"Why,
the matter? You look worried." Sir. with salt,
pepper, and onion if liked, and
Cook—"Great Scott, man! You have thicken it with butter and flour cooked
WATCH ?0R
put the living skeleton museum cut in together. Arrange the birds around the
the baby food advertisement."
edfflB of a deep round dish, with the feet
FIRST CHAPTERS
atl turned toward the center and the
In reply to inquiries we have pleasure
breasts up. Pour on enough of the
in announcing that Ely's Liquid Cream
to cover, and add a teaspoon of
Balm is like the solid preparation of liquor
butter to each bird.
that admirable remedy in that it cleanses
Lay an inch strip of paste around the
and heals membranes affected by natal
edge of the dish, press it against the
catarrh. There is no drying or sneezing.
wet the top, and cover with a crust
Has used It
The Liquid Cream Balm is adapted to edge,
rolled slightly larger than the dish. Cut
use by patients who have trouble in inYsirs
a cross in the center, and let the
of
haling through the nose and prefer the rim and the cover come edge
aid can't b«
together.
spraying. The price, including spraying Throw any extra fullness of the
cover
Fooled by
tube, is 75 cents. Sold by druggists or back into the center, and
press the two
mailed by Ely Brothers, 56
"Kindly sen J me by express Substitutes
Warran
crusts together a little way from the
another bottle of "L. F." AtStreet, New York.
edee. and press down between the birds.
wood's Bitters. I am unable
Bake in a hot oven until the crust is
to obtain It In thts city. Was Imitations
"Well, Robbie, how do you like the browned.
new little brother the angels
offered bitters put up by Mobrought
ses A:weed In padcage resembling style In
BRAISED BEEF RECHAUFFE.
you?" "Huh! Some o' you folks must
be joshin' me about that kid. Pa says
which :he L. F.' is packed, but not knowlsc
Prepare two cups of left-over braised
the
doctor
anything of the value of other bitters, and
brought him, ma says a stork beef by cutting it in small cubes or slices.
having known and loved the 'L. F." Atwood's
brought him, and now you're springia' Put in the chafing pan one tablespoon of
the angels."
Bitters for nearly thirty years. I am going to
butter and cook in it one teaspoon of
continue u;!.-.g It."—G W. Cksblsy, 1036
minced onion; when yellow add one
CURED OF PILES AFTER 40 YEARS.
N. 43X St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
tablespoon of chopped sour apple, two
Mr. C. Haney of Geneva, 0., had the tablespoons of chopped sweet Spanish
for
40
Doctors
and dollars peppers, and three ripe tomatoes, peeled
piles
years.
could do him no lasting good. DeWitt's and sliced. Let it cook five minutes,
Relieves the Over-Charged Stomach
Witch Hazel Salve cured him permanent- add the beef, and when well mixed and
end Bowels. Quiets the N«
ly. Invaluable for cats, burns, braises, hot, taste and add salt and pepper if
end Brings Restful
sprains, lacerations, eczema, tetter, salt needed. Serve on toast and wafers, or
Sleep
rheum, and all other skin diseased. with Lyonnaise potatoes.
Look for the name DeWitt on the packBe sure and remove all the seeds from
age—all other* are cheap, worthless the green peppers, as these are too
counterfeits.
Sold
7.
W· Do all Kindt of....
A. Shurtleff pungent to use. Lean, tender corned
by
4 Co.
t>eef may be wanned In the same way,
the spicy seasoning being particularly
JOB PRINTING.
Penitence liée most heavily on an luited for that meat.—Home Scienoe

TH2

"But how can you make them beautiful?" asked the chump.
"Don't have to. I'll send back the
photographs with letters something like
this: 'Dear Miss—After seeing your
photograph we are surprised that you
desire to become more beautiful than
you already are. It sometimes seems
that the very ones upon whom God bestows his greatest favors are the least
One so divinely ondowed
thankful.
with such loveliness as you
possess
should be contented. Although we have
added to the beauty of such women as
Lily Langtry, Maxine Elliott and Lillian
Russell, our honor as gentlemen and our
reputation as an old-established firm
compel us to inform you that you already possess beauty far "beyond the
possibilities of our system.'
"But tho f5?" asked the chump.
"Ο, I guess a woman wouldn't make
much of a howl over the five," answered
the grafter.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO BAI·»KB·
OF LABUEB CLUBS.

DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

"The numerous fatal accidents reported in the newspapers to rail layers that
occur every year on the various railroad systems throughout the country
are not in every case due, as is generally supposed by the public, to negligence or carelessness on the part of
the workers themselves." said a New

ful."

Μίιη^,αι"ι>:
apology is

Single Subscription, fl.ftOi
Two Subscription·, |1.30|
Five Subscription·,

A Sort of Temporary I'arnlysl* Tliat
Sometime*

HE^IDENTI

WISH TO

KtEP UP WITH THE TIN EN.

ENGINE TRANCE.

Mrs. Meadowland (early morning)—I
are never noticed unless
bow uncomfortable I guess that city gentleman we took to
board for the summer ain't much used
to travelin' in the cars. lie must have
been all fagged out when he got here
yesterday, though he didn't say nothin'
about it.
looked
Farmer
Meadowland—Πο

Change the following words to others
by the additiou of one letter:
Change the farthest from the first to

1rCt-'~\· ^^trbirirtrbirCcCrirCrCrCrCrtrtrtrCrtriki

?

Carpets

Wool

2. One of the larger
1. A letter.
3. A printed
bodies of <alt water.
4. The
sheet appearing periodically.
god of the sea. 5. Having a curved
form. 6. A Uiiit. 7. A letter.

Blanche—And you accepted him?
Mabel—Not exactly, but 1 gave him
an option ou uiy hand.

prove»

»

—

Xo. 330.—Diamond.

■
■

abletouieiftberearenowonui). 8Sc»tJru«uu.
UK. J. r. TKI K Λ to., Anber·. Me-

A LOW PRICE

What table article and what part of
a ship are here represented?

So.

I beats the 'llseiteeU
It cures
nu-mbrane.
catarrh and 1 Irivee
away a eoUl In the
mi.

to

srn.».

OPTICIAN,
THIS

never

WHO

game resembling basket ball, played
with a large inflated rubber ball, the
mingling of varicolored bathing suits
and the darting hither and thitlier of
the bathers at play, now on the beach
and again in the water, is a sight never to be forgotten.- Leslie's Weekly.
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INDI9IENNABLE TO

COUNTRY

ALL

for both men and women.
The seen-· on the beach Is one of
great animation, and when the bathers
engage, as tleey frequently do, in a

decorat^

No. 33-1.—Aa Arrow.
0

po^

n

Ulvce the agricultural NEWS with a degree
wmpleteneee not even attempted by others.

the key with an attendant and goes on
his way. The bathing costumes seen
at Ostend are noted for their scantiof which,
ness, the striking peculiarity
however, lies in the fact that the suits
worn by the women rarely, if ever,
have any skirts attached to them, everybody—men, women and children
alike—wearing tight fitting suits, the
suits furnished by most of the public
bath houses being identically the same

f

coîd

Every department written by specialists, the
ilghest authorities In their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with It In
]uallflcattone of editorial staff.

the water without having to promenade over the sand. At the end of the
batli the bather mounts the steps into
his little house and, calling the driver
again, has his dressing room hauled up
high and dry on the shore, where, having dressed at his leisure, he leaves

Mwï'of

So

Leading Agricultural Journal oi (lie World.

bather goes to disrobe and don his or
her bathing suit. The house is then
wheeled out in the water by a horse
driven by a man employed for that
from
purpose. The steps are let down
the little house, and the bather enters

p^ace,

Till·.

AND

on

Js eometwdy

Agricultural
NEWSpaper,
AI>JUTTKDLT

rhe ONLY

place
wheels, into which the intending

J·»

831

GENTLEMAN

ing. which Is the most striking thing
nbout the city, is carried on In accordance with continental ideas of propriety most shocking to the average
Instead of the ordinary
American.
dressing rooms, Ostend was the first
to use the little individual bouses

huetondsjpby«i;

bîead

COUNTRY

The Contraat Rctwoen Belgian and
American llcncb Custom*.
How differently from ourselves Europeans <lo some tilings Is shown by
the marked contrast between the bathing customs and methods at the typical
American b:;ach and those at a leading
seaside resort abroad, such, for In
stance, at Ostend, Belgium. The American way Is too familiar to our readers
to need description. At Ostend bath-

WjyjJ

When fruit Is this 'tis nice to sip-

Weak

Sôw
"hJw'tomtniÎiTourê
ruTlfyVot

fît

3.Ί3.—Transposition».
upon the foot, you'll nee;
I; how can this be?

No.
1. I'm
And

orders promptly filled.

Mall

7. One of the English channel islands, noted for a line breed of a very
useful animal.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

c

partially

prominedinyBelfj^ **£
^"J^kTast
ouîofTe'wa,
wïol.

were'

gantic statue.

Hr.

Pari»,

St., South
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HEADQUARTERS FOR
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hotel was

thrown wor^^^

rite, which soils for 50c.
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Prepared by Ι. α De WITT a OO., OHIOAQO

W. H. Winchester,

ago

of her experiences on that night,'when
a room on the
she and a friend
third floor. They had been talking until
My Emergency Dinner.
were
startled by
when
a late hour,
they
I belong to the great army of women the
cry of "Fire!" "We jumped up,"
who do
said the girl, "and rnshed to the door.
announ0ed. Flames filled
the corridor. The elevator
be at home to dinner to-day,"
shaft and the fire escapes were quite cut
I mentally
off from us, and nothing remained for
dav to pick up and
the people on our side but to use tho
8traiÇ
closets, preparatory to
windows. As Kate and I stared out at
As soon
therefore, as bream»» was the red glow in horror, one or two peo1 went to wo* not « I
ple passed the windows, letting themusually <lo with one «he ' at a
selves down by the ropes. We looked
out at them dazed for a moment, and
conthe crowd below shouted 'Don't jump!'
Then my brain cleared. I am pretty
I
by!
good at climbing, and somehow the idea
I
«ware how l.te t
of my being injured never entered my
t
for
bells
heard the whistles and
head. I said to Kate: 'Quick! Take thf
I
was
then
o'clock
finiehing y
just
and let yourself down!' Kate turned
when the door-bell sounded. rope
tome and said, quietly, but firmly: Ί
for
"That
Saying mentally,
You go first.'
am stronger than you.
the doctor," for my
"
Ί won't,' said I, with insinuating
clan, I went to the door to behold stana contempt. 'You know I can always take
ing in the stoop a classmate of y
care of myself.'
band with his wife and baby.
iu«y
"
Ί shan't go first,' said Kate.
passing through the
"Then we both lost our tempers.
knew we would be so glad to
'Kate,' I said, 'your chief fault always
etou over"witb us a few hours.
was obstinacy.'
^β(ι
tried
and
in
"
Of course I asked them
'Oh,' said she, in withering scorn.
to act cordially ; but oh, my
'And you're not at all obstinate staying
k
up here to burn!'
you have doubtless beenU»
"One form after another passed the
the same situation and know how
The flames shone brighter
window.
than over. I was furious at Kate, and
she at me. We shook fists at each
'Don't
shouted
crowd
other. The
jump!' and I shrieked back at them, 'I'm
not going to jump, you idiots! It's Kate's
es of
gationof my
fault.'
of
a
not any too new, the remains
"Really, when I think of the names
cold
four
boiled ham,
Ju
wo called each other, standing there
\t
Uof of "feather cake,
Ληα
with death creeping closer every moment,
I blush. The crowd yelled frantically.
Ί won't go first,' I shouted at Kate.
"
Ί won't stir an inch!' she shrieked
for a supper dish of creamed oysters
at roe.
"
Fortunately I had a good lire in my
'Then we'll die!' I cried melodramatirange, and as I worked 1 planned. First
cally.
I put milk on for an oyster stew. There
"
'Don't be a fool! Take the rope!' she
may have been a little vanity
yelled.
for I had some pretty 80UPP
"'No!' I shouted. Just then there
f^re
fare
just finished painting, and >f
was a great shove at tho door, and the
wis scanty I must make up in daintiness
firemen shouted in tho corridor, 'It's all
service. Next came the ham, out!' Kate and I fell into each other's
which was
" run through a meat-chopper
arms, hysterically. We vowed nevor to
the crank could bo turned
»
speak of our idiocy; but we have a
and made Into an appetizing
sense of humor, and so we've both told
had a salad dressing which 1 aUa}· the
story of our heroism."
I
kpco on hand in the refrigerator.
Another Enterprise.
must not forget to say
salad dish,
went into a pretty
"I've got a scheme," said the grafter,
"that'll work like a clock. I'm going to
put an ad in the paper asking women to
send their photographs and a ·$") bill
and I'll tell them how to become beauti-

taatshilf

every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
the beginning of the fifteenth century
commua backache to complicated urinary
nnd is fauied for its very fine and
disorders.
healthy climate.
Mrs. Mark Ilyde, of 45 Thornley street.
1. A large manufacturing town in a
Pawtucket. R. L, says: "Doun's Kidney
northern
county of England.
husband
both
my
Pills hare been used by
and two daughters, and the relief obtained
2. A range of mountains in South
My
satisfactory.
In every case Was very
America.
husband was bothered off aud ou for a long
3. A river In Russia.
tiuie with pulus across his back, which at
times became very severe. 1 saw Doan's
4. The capital of one of the British
a
and
procured
Kidney Pills advertised,
bos from \\. L. Wood's drug store. He isles.
used them, and lu a very short time was rid
5. An island in the polar regions
of the backache. I always keep I loan's whose name expresses the nature of its
be
not
would
and
on
hand,
Kidney Pills
climate.
without them."
For sale by all druggists; 50 cents. Foe·
G. An island in the Archipelago, or
ter-Mitburn Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y.
d?gean sea. formerly famous for a gi-

Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
open to one hundred
poople who have heart troubla

are

form

No. 332.—Geographical Acrostic.
The primais will spell the name of
a beautiful and fertile Island in the
Atlantic ocean to the west of Africa. It
was discovered by the Portuguese in

Kidney Pills

Wanted

IN SHOE FACTORY.

who

sick.

are

Doan's

*13

boys about

uf a political party.
Behead a month and leave u
much used in buildings.

SO WEARY.

Branch Offlce. 3 Κ SL, Washington. D. C.

Boys

wine.

Behead a fiction and leave the nntnc

cure

50 YEARS'

a9

S». 3 JO.—Behrndment*.

Me.

County,

South Paris. Oxford

long

established

THE

BATHING AT OSTEND.

Fire.

occupied

Agent,

W. jr. WHEELER,

Not

a

burned and was the scene of some senCorrespondence on topic· of Interest to the UulK sational escapes, as well as of more than
te solicited. Address : Editor Homkmakkrh' one death.
A young woman was telling
Comtwi, Oxford Democrat, Paris. Malnu

The CMsmalerr Ex pa ado.

Several

Heroism at

HOMEMAKEUS' COLUMN.

year, the time of seed

sowing.—Young.

remove

they

without bolts.
50 cts.Down

1

as

Greorge

are

50 cts.. w..k.«
W.

put

Hobbs'

Variety Store, Norway.

HILLS,

Jeweler tnd Graduate

NORWAY,
To

Optician.

MAINE.

Housekeepers

on a postal for our
a liberal trial

sitecUl
of

the famooa all ver polish used by owners
uable Silverware all over the world.

ot val-

Send your addre·*
premium offer* and

quantity

Electro-Silicon

-eiuoo·,- 40 Cliff Street, New York.

